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Subdivision Settlement Participation Form 

 
Governmental Entity: 
Authorized Official: 
Address 1: 
Address 2: 
City, State, Zip: 
Phone: 
Email:  

 
The governmental entity identified above (“Governmental Entity”), in order to obtain and 

in consideration for the benefits provided to the Governmental Entity pursuant to the New York 
Settlement Agreement dated [DATE] (the “Agreement”), and acting through the undersigned 
authorized official, hereby elects to participate in the Agreement, release all Released Claims 
against Released Entities, and agrees as follows.   

1. The Governmental Entity is aware of and has reviewed the Agreement, understands that 
all terms in this Election and Release have the meanings defined therein, and agrees that 
by this Election, the Governmental Entity elects to participate in the Agreement and 
become a Participating Subdivision as provided therein.  

2. The Governmental Entity shall, within 14 days of the Initial Participation Date and prior 
to the filing of the Consent Judgment, secure the dismissal with prejudice of any 
Released Claims that it has filed. 

3. The Governmental Entity agrees to the terms of the Agreement pertaining to Subdivisions 
as defined therein.  

4. By agreeing to the terms of the Agreement and becoming a Releasor, the Governmental 
Entity is entitled to the benefits provided therein, including, if applicable, monetary 
payments beginning after the Effective Date.  

5. The Governmental Entity agrees to use any monies it receives through the Agreement 
solely for the purposes provided therein.   

6. The Governmental Entity submits to the jurisdiction of the court where the Consent 
Judgment is filed for purposes limited to that court’s role as provided in, and for 
resolving disputes to the extent provided in, the Agreement. 

7. The Governmental Entity has the right to enforce the Agreement as provided therein. 

8. The Governmental Entity, as a Participating Subdivision, hereby becomes a Releasor for 
all purposes in the Agreement, including but not limited to all provisions of Section X, 
and along with all departments, agencies, divisions, boards, commissions, districts, 
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instrumentalities of any kind and attorneys, and any person in their official capacity 
elected or appointed to serve any of the foregoing and any agency, person, or other entity 
claiming by or through any of the foregoing, and any other entity identified in the 
definition of Releasor, provides for a release to the fullest extent of its authority.  As a 
Releasor, the Governmental Entity hereby absolutely, unconditionally, and irrevocably 
covenants not to bring, file, or claim, or to cause, assist or permit to be brought, filed, or 
claimed, or to otherwise seek to establish liability for any Released Claims against any 
Released Entity in any forum whatsoever.  The releases provided for in the Agreement 
are intended by the Parties to be broad and shall be interpreted so as to give the Released 
Entities the broadest possible bar against any liability relating in any way to Released 
Claims and extend to the full extent of the power of the Governmental Entity to release 
claims.  The Agreement shall be a complete bar to any Released Claim. 

9. In connection with the releases provided for in the Agreement, each Governmental Entity 
expressly waives, releases, and forever discharges any and all provisions, rights, and 
benefits conferred by any law of any state or territory of the United States or other 
jurisdiction, or principle of common law, which is similar, comparable, or equivalent to 
§ 1542 of the California Civil Code, which reads: 

General Release; extent.  A general release does not extend to claims that 
the creditor or releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his or 
her favor at the time of executing the release, and that if known by him or 
her would have materially affected his or her settlement with the debtor or 
released party. 

A Releasor may hereafter discover facts other than or different from those which it 
knows, believes, or assumes to be true with respect to the Released Claims, but each 
Governmental Entity hereby expressly waives and fully, finally, and forever settles, 
releases and discharges, upon the Effective Date, any and all Released Claims that may 
exist as of such date but which Releasors do not know or suspect to exist, whether 
through ignorance, oversight, error, negligence or through no fault whatsoever, and 
which, if known, would materially affect the Governmental Entities’ decision to 
participate in the Agreement. 

10. Nothing herein is intended to modify in any way the terms of the Agreement, to which 
Governmental Entity hereby agrees.  To the extent this Election and Release is 
interpreted differently from the Agreement in any respect, the Agreement controls.   

I have all necessary power and authorization to execute this Election and Release on behalf of 
the Governmental Entity. 
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     Signature: _____________________________ 
 
     Name:  _____________________________ 
 
     Title:  _____________________________ 
 
     Date:  _____________________________ 
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	A. “Actions.”  (1) In Re Opioid Litigation, 400000/2017 (Sup. Ct. Suffolk Cty); (2) The County of Suffolk, New York v. Purdue Pharma L.P., Case No. 400001/2017; (3) The County of Nassau, New York v. Purdue Pharma LP., Case No. 400008/2017; and (4) Sta...
	B. “Agreement.” This Distributors New York Statewide Opioid Settlement Agreement, inclusive of all exhibits.
	C. “Alleged Harms.” The alleged past, present, and future financial, societal, and public nuisance harms and related expenditures arising out of the alleged misuse and abuse of Products, non-exclusive examples of which are described in the documents l...
	D. “Annual Payment.” The total amount payable to the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator by the Settling Distributors on the Payment Date each year, as calculated by the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator pursuant to Section...
	E. “Appropriate Official.” As defined in Section XIV.F.3.
	F. “Bar.” Either: (1) a law in New York State barring Subdivisions from maintaining Released Claims against Released Entities (either through a direct bar or through a grant of authority to release claims and the exercise of such authority in full) or...
	G. “Case-Specific Resolution.” Either: (1) a law in New York State barring the Subdivision at issue from maintaining any Released Claims against any Released Entities (either through a direct bar or through a grant of authority to release claims and t...
	H. “Claim.” Any past, present or future cause of action, claim for relief, cross-claim or counterclaim, theory of liability, demand, derivative claim, request, assessment, charge, covenant, damage, debt, lien, loss, penalty, judgment, right, obligatio...
	I. “Claim Over.”  A Claim asserted by a Non-Released Entity against a Released Entity on the basis of contribution, indemnity, or other claim-over on any theory relating to a Non-Party Covered Conduct Claim asserted by a Releasor.
	J. “Compensatory Restitution Amount.” The aggregate amount of payments paid or incurred by the Settling Distributors hereunder other than amounts paid as attorneys’ fees and costs.
	K. “Court.” The court to which the Agreement and the New York Consent Judgment are presented for approval and/or entry.
	L. “Covered Conduct.” Any actual or alleged act, failure to act, negligence, statement, error, omission, breach of any duty, conduct, event, transaction, agreement, misstatement, misleading statement or other activity of any kind whatsoever from the b...
	M. “Effective Date.” The date of entry of the New York Consent Judgment, which shall be filed not later than thirty (30) calendar days after the Initial Participation Date.
	N.  “Final Order.” An order or judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction with respect to the applicable subject matter (1) which has not been reversed or superseded by a modified or amended order, is not currently stayed, and as to which any right...
	O. “Global Settlement.” The proposed agreement, in which New York State intends to participate if it becomes effective, resolving the litigation and claims brought or threatened to be brought by states and subdivisions against the Settling Distributor...
	P. “Global Settlement Net Abatement Amount.” The “Net Abatement Amount” defined in the Global Settlement, an amount of $18,554,013,693.
	Q. “Incentive Payment A.” The incentive payment described in Section V.F.1.
	R. “Incentive Payment B.” The incentive payment described in Section V.F.2.
	S. “Incentive Payment C.” The incentive payment described in Section V.F.3.
	T. “Incentive Payment D.” The incentive payment described in Section V.F.4.
	U. “Incentive Payment Final Eligibility Date.” The date that is the earlier of (1) the fifth Payment Date, (2) the date of completion of opening statements in a trial of any action brought by a Subdivision that includes a Released Claim against a Rele...
	V. “Initial Participating Subdivision.” A Subdivision that meets the requirement set forth in Section IV.E.
	W. “Initial Participation Date.” The date, unless it is extended by agreement of the Parties, one hundred twenty (120) calendar days after the Preliminary Agreement Date.
	X.  “Later Litigating Subdivision.” A Subdivision (or Subdivision official asserting the right of such a Subdivision to recover for alleged harms to the Subdivision and/or the people thereof) that: (1) first files a lawsuit bringing a Released Claim a...
	Y. “Later Participating Subdivision.” A Participating Subdivision that is not an Initial Participating Subdivision but meets the requirements set forth in Section IV.C.
	Z. “Litigating Subdivision.” A Subdivision (or Subdivision official) that brought any Released Claim against any Released Entity prior to the Effective Date.  Exhibit E is an agreed list of all New York State Litigating Subdivisions.  Exhibit E will b...
	AA. “New York Abatement Amount.” $1,000,132,092, which is the Global Settlement Net Abatement Amount multiplied by the New York Overall Allocation Percentage.
	BB. “New York Additional Restitution Amount.”  $27,506,821, which is the portion of the “Additional Restitution Amount” specified by the Global Settlement that is allocated to New York under that settlement.
	CC. “New York Consent Judgment.” A consent judgment in a form to be agreed by New York State and the Settling Distributors prior to the Initial Participation Date that, among other things, (1) approves this Agreement and (2) provides for the release s...
	DD. “New York Overall Allocation Percentage.” 5.3903813405%, which is New York State’s Overall Allocation Percentage as set forth in the Global Settlement.
	EE. “New York Qualified Settlement Fund.” The fund established pursuant to this Agreement into which the Annual Payments are made under Section V.
	FF. “New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator.” The entity that annually determines the Annual Payment (including calculating Incentive Payments pursuant to Section IV and any amounts subject to suspension, offset, or reduction pursuant to Sec...
	GG. “New York Qualified Settlement Fund Escrow.” The interest-bearing escrow fund established pursuant to this Agreement to hold disputed or suspended payments made under this Agreement, and to hold the first Annual Payment until 10 days after the Eff...
	HH. “New York Settlement Amount.” In the event the Global Settlement is not effective by July 1, 2022, $1,179,251,066.68, which reflects the attorneys’ fees and costs in Section VIII.B and New York’s estimated payments pursuant to the Global Settlement.
	II. “Non-Litigating Subdivision.” Any Subdivision that is neither a Litigating Subdivision, nor a Later Litigating Subdivision.
	JJ. “Non-Participating Subdivision.” Any Subdivision that is not a Participating Subdivision.
	KK. “Non-Party Covered Conduct Claim.” Claim against any non-Released Entity involving, arising out of, or related to Covered Conduct (or conduct that would be Covered Conduct if engaged in by a Released Entity).
	LL.   “Non-Party Settlement.” A settlement by any Releasor that settles any Non-Party Covered Conduct Claim and includes a release of any Non-Released Entity.
	MM. “Non-Released Entity.”  An entity that is not a Released Entity.
	NN. “Offset Cap.” The dollar amount which the dollar-for-dollar offset described in Section XI.A cannot exceed in a Payment Year, to be calculated by multiplying the amount of the relevant Annual Payment apportioned to New York State and its Subdivisi...
	OO.  “Opioid Remediation.” Care, treatment, and other programs and expenditures (including, reimbursement for past such programs or expenditures  except where this Agreement restricts the use of funds solely to future Opioid Remediation) designed to (...
	PP. “Opioid Tax.” Any tax, assessment, license fee, surcharge or any other fee (other than a fixed prospective excise tax or similar tax or fee that has no restriction on pass-through) imposed by New York State on a Settling Distributor on the sale, t...
	QQ. “Other State Resolution.”  A settlement with, or judgment obtained by, a State other than New York and/or a Subdivision(s) in that other State relating to one or more Claims involving, arising out of or relating to Covered Conduct, including attor...
	RR. “Participating Subdivision.” Any Subdivision that meets the requirements for becoming a Participating Subdivision under Section IV. Participating Subdivisions include both Initial Participating Subdivisions and Later Participating Subdivisions.
	SS. “Participation Tier.” The Participation Tier shall be determined as set forth in Section V.K.
	TT. “Parties.” As defined in Section I (each, a “Party”).
	UU. “Payment Date.” The date by which the Settling Distributors must make the Annual Payment pursuant to Section V.B.  The Payment Date for Payment Year 1 shall be 10 Days after the Effective Date.  The Payment Date for Payment Year 2 shall be July 15...
	VV. “Payment Year.” The calendar year during which the applicable Annual Payment is due pursuant to Section V.B. Payment Year 1 is 2021, Payment Year 2 is 2022 and so forth, with 2038 being the final Payment Year. References to payment “for a Payment ...
	WW. “Preliminary Agreement Date.” The date upon which this Agreement becomes fully executed.
	XX. “Prepayment Notice.” As defined in Section V.I.1.
	YY. “Primary Subdivision.” A Subdivision that is a General Purpose Government (including, but not limited to, a municipality, county, county subdivision, city, town, township, parish, village, borough, gore, or any other entities that provide municipa...
	ZZ. “Product.” Any chemical substance, whether used for medicinal or non-medicinal purposes, and whether natural, synthetic, or semi-synthetic, or any finished pharmaceutical product made from or with such substance, that is: (1) an opioid or opiate, ...
	AAA. “Released Claims.” Any and all Claims that directly or indirectly are based on, arise out of, or in any way relate to or concern the Covered Conduct occurring prior to the Effective Date. Without limiting the foregoing, Released Claims include an...
	BBB. “Released Entities.” With respect to Released Claims, the Settling Distributors and (1) all past and present subsidiaries, divisions, predecessors, successors, and assigns (in each case, whether direct or indirect) of each Settling Distributor; (...
	CCC. “Releasors.” With respect to Released Claims, (1) New York State, including the New York Department of Financial Services;(2) Nassau and Suffolk Counties; (3) each Participating Subdivision; and (4) without limitation and to the maximum extent of...
	DDD. “Revocation Event.” With respect to a Bar, Settlement Class Resolution, or Case-Specific Resolution, a revocation, rescission, reversal, overruling, or interpretation that in any way limits the effect of such Bar, Settlement Class Resolution, or ...
	EEE. “Settlement Class Resolution.” A class action resolution in a court of competent jurisdiction with respect to a class of Subdivisions that (1) conforms with New York State’s statutes, case law, and rules of procedure regarding class actions; (2) ...
	FFF. “Settlement Payment Schedule.” The schedule attached to this Agreement as Exhibit G.
	GGG. “Settlement Prepayment.” As defined in Section V.I.1.
	HHH. “Settlement Prepayment Reduction Schedule.” As defined in Section V.I.1.
	III. “Settling Distributors.” McKesson Corporation, Cardinal Health, Inc., and AmerisourceBergen Corporation (each, a “Settling Distributor”).
	JJJ. “State Cap.”  The total of a Settling Distributor’s share of the amounts payable under the Global Settlement (a) to a State other than New York for a Payment Year assuming that State is eligible for Incentive Payments A and D and that no offset o...
	KKK. “States.” The states, commonwealths, and territories of the United States of America, as well as the District of Columbia, but not including West Virginia (each a “State”).  The 55 States are listed in Exhibit Q.  Each “State” also includes its d...
	LLL. “Subdivision.” Any (1) General Purpose Government (including, but not limited to, a municipality, county, county subdivision, city, town, township, parish, village, borough, gore, or any other entities that provide municipal-type government), Sch...
	MMM.  “Subdivision Settlement Participation Form.” The form attached as Exhibit L that Participating Subdivisions must execute and return to the Settlement Fund Administrator, and which shall (1) make such Participating Subdivisions signatories to thi...
	NNN. “Suspension Amount.” The amount calculated as follows: the per capita amount corresponding to the applicable Participation Tier as set forth in Exhibit B multiplied by the population of the Later Litigating Subdivision.
	OOO. “Suspension Cap.” The amount calculated as follows: the suspension percentage corresponding to the applicable Participation Tier as set forth in Exhibit B multiplied by the amount of the relevant Annual Payment apportioned to New York State and t...
	PPP. “Suspension Deadline.” With respect to a lawsuit filed by a Later Litigating Subdivision asserting a Released Claim, the deadline set forth in Exhibit B corresponding to the applicable Participation Tier.
	QQQ. “Threshold Motion.” A motion to dismiss or equivalent dispositive motion made at the outset of litigation under applicable procedure. A Threshold Motion must include as potential grounds for dismissal any applicable Bar or the relevant release by...

	III. Condition to Effectiveness of Agreement
	A. Obligations of Attorney General. If any of the conditions in this subsection A is not satisfied, this Agreement will have no further effect and all releases and other commitments or obligations contained herein will be void.
	1. No later than the Initial Participation Date, New York State’s Attorney General shall exercise to the fullest extent his or her powers under S.7194/A.6395B to release all Claims for Covered Conduct.
	2. No later than the Initial Participation Date, New York State’s Attorney General shall secure the releases specified in Section X.E.

	B. Dismissal of Claims. Upon the execution of this Agreement, while awaiting formal approval of the Agreement by the Nassau and Suffolk County Legislatures, the Parties agree to stay or extend all deadlines and proceedings in the Actions as to the Set...

	IV. Participation by Subdivisions
	A. Requirements for Becoming a Participating Subdivision—Litigating Subdivisions/Later Litigating Subdivisions. A Litigating Subdivision or Later Litigating Subdivision may become a Participating Subdivision by either executing a Subdivision Settlemen...
	B. Initial Participating Subdivisions. A Subdivision qualifies as an Initial Participating Subdivision if it meets the applicable requirements for becoming a Participating Subdivision by the Initial Participation Date.
	C. Later Participating Subdivisions. A Subdivision that is not an Initial Participating Subdivision may become a Later Participating Subdivision by meeting the applicable requirements for becoming a Participating Subdivision after the Initial Particip...
	D. Notice. In conjunction and accordance with the notice process anticipated in the Global Settlement, the Office of the New York State Attorney General shall send individual notice to all Subdivisions eligible to participate in the settlement and the...
	E. Requirements for Becoming a Participating Subdivision—Non-Litigating Subdivisions. A Non-Litigating Subdivision may become a Participating Subdivision by either executing a Subdivision Settlement Participation Form specifying (1) that the Subdivisi...
	F. Non-Participating Subdivisions. Non-Participating Subdivisions shall not directly receive any portion of any base or incentive payments paid to the Qualified Settlement Fund and New York State may choose that its Non-Participating Subdivisions are ...
	G. Representation With Respect to Participation Rate. New York State represents and warrants for itself that it has a good faith belief that all of New York’s Litigating Subdivisions that are represented by Napoli Shkolnik PLLC and Simmons Hanly Conro...
	H. Within 5 days of entry of the Court’s entry of an order discontinuing the Actions brought by Nassau County and Suffolk County consistent with the Stipulation of Discontinuance with Prejudice submitted by those counties per Section III.B, the Partie...
	I. Unpaid Allocations to Later Participating Subdivisions and Non-Participating Subdivisions. Any base payment and incentive payments allocated to a Later Participating Subdivision or Non-Participating Subdivision that cannot be paid pursuant to subse...

	V. Settlement Payments
	A. New York Qualified Settlement Fund. Until such time as the Global Settlement becomes effective, all payments under this Section V shall be made into the New York Qualified Settlement Fund, except that where specified, they shall be made into the Ne...
	B. Annual Payments. The Settling Distributors shall make eighteen (18) Annual Payments, each comprised of base and incentive payments as provided in this Section V and as determined by the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator as set forth ...
	1. All data relevant to the determination of the Annual Payment and allocations to New York State and its Participating Subdivisions shall be submitted to the Settlement Administrator no later than sixty (60) days prior to the Payment Date for each An...
	a. determining, the amount of base and incentive payments to which New York State is entitled by applying the criteria under Sections V.D, E and F;
	b. applying any suspensions, offsets or reductions as specified under Sections V, XI and XII;
	c. applying any adjustment required as a result of prepayment or significant financial constraint, as specified under Sections V.I and J; and
	d. determining the total amount owed by Settling Distributors (including any amounts to be held in the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Escrow pending resolution of a case by a Later Litigating Subdivision as described in Section XI) to New York Sta...
	e. the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator shall then allocate the Annual Payment to New York State and then among the Participating Subdivisions receiving direct allocations.

	2. The Settlement Fund Administrator shall also apply the allocation percentages set forth in Section V.H and determine for each Settling Distributor the amount of its allocable share of the Annual Payment.  For the avoidance of doubt, each Settling D...
	3. As soon as possible but no later than fifty (50) days prior to the Payment Date for each Annual Payment and following the determination described in paragraph 1 above, the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator shall give notice to the Se...
	4. Within twenty-one (21) calendar days of the notice provided by the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator, New York State and any Settling Distributor may dispute, in writing, the calculation of the Annual Payment, or the amount to be rec...
	5. Within twenty-one (21) calendar days of the sending of a written notice of dispute, if New York State or any Settling Distributor is affected by the dispute, New York State or the affected Settling Distributor(s) may each submit a response, in writ...
	6. If no response is filed, the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator shall adjust the amount calculated consistent with the written notice of dispute, and Settling Distributors shall pay the adjusted amount as the Annual Payment on the Pay...
	7. The New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator shall place any disputed amount of the preliminary amount paid by the Settling Distributors into the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Escrow and shall disburse any undisputed amount to New York...
	8. Disputes described in this subsection B shall be resolved in accordance with the terms of Section VII.

	C. Procedure for Annual Payment in Payment Years 1 and 2. The process described in Section V.B shall not apply to Payment Years 1 and 2. The procedure in lieu of Section V.B for Payment Years 1 and 2 is as set forth below:
	1. The Payment Date for Payment Year 1 shall be 10 days after the Effective Date.  By September 30, 2021, the Settling Distributors shall pay into the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Escrow the total amount of the base payment and Incentive Payment...
	2. The Payment Date for Payment Year 2 shall be July 15, 2022.  On or before the Payment Date for Payment Year 2, the Settling Distributors shall pay into the New York Qualified Settlement Fund the total amount of the base payment and Incentive Paymen...
	3. New York Qualified Settlement Fund. Any disputes as to the allocation of the Annual Payments in Payment Years 1 and 2 shall be resolved pursuant to the process set forth in subsection V.B above, except that in Payment Year 1, the Settlement Fund Ad...

	D. Payment Date for Subsequent Payment Years. For Payment Year 3 and successive Payment Years, the Annual Payment shall be made pursuant to the process set forth in Section V.B, except that, with respect to Payment Year 3, New York State shall have up...
	E. Base Payments. Subject to the suspension, reduction and offset provisions set forth in Sections XI and XII, the Settling Distributors shall collectively make base payments equal to 55% of the New York Abatement Amount. These payments will be due in...
	F. Incentive Payments. Subject to the suspension, reduction, and offset provisions set forth in Sections XI and XII, the Settling Distributors shall collectively make potential additional incentive payments totaling up to a maximum of 45% of the New Y...
	1. Incentive Payment A. Incentive Payment A shall be equal to 40% of the New York Settlement Abatement Amount, provided that New York State satisfies the requirements of Incentive Payment A. Incentive Payment A will be due as part of the Annual Paymen...
	a. For the Payment Years 1 and 2, New York State is deemed eligible for Incentive Payment A.
	b. For each Payment Year other than Payment Years 1 and 2, New York State is eligible for Incentive Payment A if, as of sixty (60) calendar days prior to the Payment Date (except that in Payment Year 3, this date is as of the Payment Date), (i) there ...
	c. Notwithstanding Section V.F.1.b, for each Payment Year other than Payment Years 1 and 2, if New York State is not eligible for Incentive Payment A as of the Incentive Payment Final Eligibility Date, New York State shall not be eligible for Incentiv...
	d. If the Settling Distributors made a payment under Incentive Payment A solely on the basis of a Bar or Settlement Class Resolution and that Bar or Settlement Class Resolution is subsequently removed, revoked, rescinded, reversed, overruled, interpre...

	2. Incentive Payment B. Incentive Payment B shall be available to New York State if it is not eligible for Incentive Payment A for the applicable Payment Year. Incentive Payment B shall be equal to up to 25% of the New York Settlement Abatement Amount...
	a. New York State is not eligible for Incentive Payment B for a Payment Year for which it is eligible for Incentive Payment A.
	b. Subject to Section V.F.2.a, the amount of Incentive Payment B for which New York State is eligible in a Payment Year shall be a percentage of that New York State’s maximum share of Incentive Payment B based on the extent to which (A) Litigating Sub...
	c. New York State’s Incentive Payment B amount shall be discounted to reflect New York State’s eligibility percentage for that Payment Year per the table above.
	d. New York State’s eligibility for Incentive Payment B for a Payment Year with the exception of Payment Year 1, which shall be determined on the Initial Participation Date; provided that the percentage of Incentive Payment B for which New York State ...

	3. Incentive Payment C. Incentive Payment C shall be available to New York State if New York State is not eligible for Incentive Payment A for a Payment Year. Incentive Payment C shall be equal to up to 15% of the New York Settlement Abatement Amount....
	a. New York State is not eligible for Incentive Payment C for a Payment Year in which it is eligible for Incentive Payment A.
	b. Subject to Section V.F.3.a, the amount of Incentive Payment C for which New York State is eligible in a Payment Year shall be a percentage of New York State’s maximum share of Incentive Payment C based on the extent to which (A) Non-Litigating Prim...
	c. The amount New York State receives under Incentive Payment C shall be discounted to reflect New York State’s eligibility percentage for that Payment Year per the table above.
	d. New York State’s eligibility for Incentive Payment C for a Payment Year shall be determined as of sixty (60) calendar days prior to the Payment Date for that Payment Year with the exception of Payment Year 1, which shall be determined on the Initia...

	4. Incentive Payment D. Incentive Payment D shall be applied at Payment Year 6. Incentive Payment D shall be equal to 5% of the New York Settlement Abatement Amount. Incentive Payment D will be due as part of the Annual Payment for each of thirteen (1...
	a. New York State is eligible for Incentive Payment D if there has been no Later Litigating Subdivision that has had a Claim against a Released Entity survive more than six (6) months after denial in whole or in part of a Threshold Motion.
	b. New York State’s for Incentive Payment D shall be determined as of sixty (60) calendar days prior to the Payment Date. If a Later Litigating Subdivision’s lawsuit survives more than six (6) months after denial in whole or in part of a Threshold Mot...
	c. Notwithstanding Sections V.F.4, New York State can become re-eligible for Incentive Payment D if the lawsuit that survived a Threshold Motion is dismissed pursuant to a later motion on grounds included in the Threshold Motion, in which case New Yor...
	d. For the avoidance of doubt, New York State may be eligible for Incentive Payment D whether or not it is eligible for Incentive Payments A-C.

	5. The eligibility criteria set forth in paragraphs 1-4 above are intended to be consistent with the Global Settlement. To the extent that the Global Settlement is consummated and the terms of the eligibility criteria for Incentive Payments A-D are mo...

	G. Reductions/Offsets. The base and incentive payments are subject to suspension, reduction, and offset as provided in Sections XI and XII.
	H. Allocation of Payments among Settling Distributors. Payments due from the Settling Distributors under this Section V, Section VIII, and Section IX will be allocated among the Settling Distributors as follows: McKesson – 38.1%; Amerisource – 31.0%; ...
	I. Pre-payment Option.
	1. Any Settling Distributor shall have the right, subject to the limitations set forth in Section V.I.3, to prepay any base payment or incentive payment in whole or in part, without premium or penalty (a “Settlement Prepayment”) by providing at least ...
	2. On the Prepayment Date the Settling Distributor shall pay the Net Settlement Prepayment Amount to the New York Qualified Settlement Fund and such amount shall be used only as specified in Section VI. Following such payment, all future Annual Paymen...
	3. A Settling Distributor’s right to make prepayments shall be subject to the following limitations:
	a. Prepayments may apply to base payments or to both base and incentive payments. If the prepayment applies to both base and incentive payments, the prepayments will apply proportionately across base and incentive payments.
	b. A Settling Distributor shall make no more than three (3) prepayments over the eighteen (18) year payment term. A Settling Distributor shall not make more than one (1) prepayment in a five (5) year period and there shall not be prepayments made in t...
	c. Prepayments shall only be applied to one (1) or more of the three (3) Payment Years following the prepayment.
	d. The total amount of a prepayment of base payments after discounting calculations shall not be larger than the base payment for the Payment Year with the lowest Annual Payment amount affected by the prepayment. The total amount of a prepayment for b...
	e. In a Payment Year against which there has been a prepayment, if the amount New York State is calculated to receive is greater than the amount prepaid prior to discounting calculations, the Settling Distributor shall pay the difference. If, in a Pay...

	4. For illustrative purposes only, attached as Exhibit H are examples showing a Settlement Prepayment, the related calculation of the Net Settlement Prepayment Amount, and the related adjustment to the Settlement Payment Schedule.

	J. Significant Financial Constraint.
	1. If the Global Settlement does not become effective, Settling Distributor’s allocable share of the Annual Payment for a Payment Year may, at the election of such Settling Distributor, be deferred either (a) up to the amount by which that share plus ...
	2. If the reason for exceeding 20% of a Settling Distributor’s total operating cash flow or the decrease in credit rating is substantially attributable to the incurrence of debt to fund post-settlement acquisitions or to the payment of dividends and/o...
	3. If a Settling Distributor has reason to believe that it will not be able to pay some or all of its allocable share of the Annual Payment for a Payment Year, it shall provide at least ninety (90) calendar days’ prior written notice to the New York Q...
	4. A Settling Distributor shall not utilize this provision during the first three (3) Payment Years.  If a Settling Distributor defers some or all of the payments due in a Payment Year pursuant to this Section V.J, it shall not repurchase any shares, ...
	5. The Settling Distributor shall pay all deferred amounts, including applicable interest on the next Payment Date.  If the amounts previously deferred (including interest) together with the Settling Distributor’s share of all payments due for a Payme...
	6. Deferrals will apply proportionally across base payments and incentive payments.  For the avoidance of doubt, this Section V.J applies fully to Payment Years after the first three (3) Payment Years, including the base payments and all incentive pay...
	7. If a Settling Distributor could pay a portion of its allocable share of the Annual Payments due pursuant to this Agreement during a Payment Year without triggering this Section V.J, the Settling Distributor shall be required to pay that portion as ...
	8. The Settling Distributor shall pay any deferred amounts, including applicable interest on or before the date on which the payment is due for Payment Year 18.
	9. If the Global Settlement becomes Effective, this provision shall be superseded by the Significant Financial Constraint provision set forth therein.

	K. Participation Tier Calculations.  New York State will be eligible for benefits associated with any tier implemented in the Global Settlement.  If a suspension is put into effect and it is later determined that the State would have been entitled to ...

	VI. Allocation and Use of Settlement Payments.
	A. Payments shall be allocated according to the Intrastate Term Sheet annexed hereto as Exhibit N and incorporated herein by reference, subject to the following provisions:
	B. Both the entire New York Abatement Amount and the New York Additional Restitution Amount shall be for Opioid Remediation.
	C. Nature of Payment. Each of the Parties and each of the Participating Subdivisions acknowledges and agrees that notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the scope of the Released Claims:
	1. It has entered into this Agreement to avoid the delay, expense, inconvenience, and uncertainty of further litigation;
	2. (a) New York State and Participating Subdivisions sought compensatory restitution (within the meaning of 26 U.S.C. § 162(f)(2)(A)) as damages for the Alleged Harms allegedly suffered by New York State and Participating Subdivisions; (b) the Compens...
	3. The payment of the Compensatory Restitution Amount by the Settling Distributors constitutes, and is paid for, compensatory restitution (within the meaning of 26 U.S.C. § 162(f)(2)(A)) for alleged damage or harm (as compensation for alleged damage o...
	4. The Compensatory Restitution Amount is being paid as compensatory restitution (within the meaning of 26 U.S.C. § 162(f)(2)(A)) in order to restore, in whole or in part, New York State and Participating Subdivisions to the same position or condition...
	5. For the avoidance of doubt: (a) no portion of the Compensatory Restitution Amount represents reimbursement to New York State or any Participating Subdivision or other person or entity for the costs of any investigation or litigation, (b) the entire...


	VII. Enforcement
	A. The terms of the Agreement and the New York Consent Judgment will be enforceable solely by New York State and the Settling Distributors. Participating Subdivisions shall not have enforcement rights against the Settling Distributors with respect to ...
	B. The Settling Distributors consent to the jurisdiction of the court in which the New York Consent Judgment is filed for the limited purpose of enforcing this Agreement.
	C. The parties to a dispute shall promptly meet and confer in good faith to resolve any dispute. If the parties cannot resolve the dispute informally, and unless otherwise agreed in writing, they shall follow the remaining provisions of this section t...
	D. Disputes not resolved informally shall be resolved in the Court that entered the New York Consent Judgment, except as to disputes involving Injunctive Relief, which shall be governed by Section XIII.
	E. If the Global Settlement is consummated, disputes between or among the Parties shall be governed by the enforcement and dispute resolution provisions of the Global Settlement, notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement.

	VIII. Plaintiffs’ Attorneys’ Fees and Costs
	A. It is the intent of the Parties that the attorneys’ fees and costs for New York State and its Subdivisions shall be addressed consistent with the national settlement, except as set forth in subsection B below.
	1. If the Global Settlement is consummated, attorneys’ fees and costs for the Subdivisions shall be addressed through the mechanisms in such national settlement and any accompanying agreement related to attorneys’ fees.

	B. Regardless of whether and when the Global Settlement becomes effective, no later than September 30, 2021 or 15 days after the Court orders the Stipulation of Discontinuance with Prejudice entered between the Settling Distributors and Nassau and Suf...
	1. $40,000,000 for Napoli Shkolnik PLLC’s and Simmons Hanly Conroy LLC’s attorney fees in satisfaction of their contingency fee agreements associated with their representation of Nassau and Suffolk Counties which shall be divided according to the allo...
	2. Up to $10,000,000 for litigation costs and expenses associated with Napoli Shkolnik PLLC’s and Simmons Hanly Conroy LLC’s representation of Nassau and Suffolk Counties, provided the costs and expenses are documented according to the requirements un...
	3. $20,000,000 in additional costs and expenses to Nassau County to be paid to Nassau County’s counsel, Napoli Shkolnik PLLC, on behalf of Nassau County pursuant to wire instructions to be provided.
	4. $20,000,000 in additional costs and expenses to Suffolk County to be paid to Suffolk County’s counsel, Simmons Hanly Conroy LLC, on behalf of Suffolk County pursuant to wire instructions to be provided.
	5. $30,000,000 to be allocated to New York State towards New York State’s fees and expenses. Counsel for the State of New York shall submit litigation costs and expenses to the State Cost Fund of the Global Settlement. The $30,000,000 payable under th...
	6. Nassau and Suffolk Counties agree to submit to the Global Settlement Subdivision Cost Fund to compensate direct in-house litigation costs for expenditures related to their litigation against the Settling Distributors including the cost of in-house ...

	C. If the Global Settlement is not effective by July 1, 2022, the Settling Distributors shall pay into the New York Qualified Settlement Fund the following amounts:
	1. $27,862,154 to reimburse Participating Subdivision attorney fees upon application by eligible counsel who waive enforcement of their contingency fee contracts. This amount was calculated assuming that the contingency fee portion of the contemplated...
	2. Litigation costs incurred by the Participating Subdivisions other than Nassau County and Suffolk County, as follows: Litigating Subdivisions shall submit litigation costs to the New York Qualified Settlement Administrator, who shall review and appr...
	3. The amounts paid by Settling Distributors under this Section VIII.C will be paid consistent with the schedule set forth in the Global Settlement as it was distributed to the States for their consideration for participation on the schedule set forth...


	IX. New York Additional Restitution Amount
	A. New York Additional Restitution Amount.  Pursuant to the schedule set forth in Exhibit G, the Settling Distributors shall pay an Additional Restitution Amount to New York State.  Such funds shall be paid, on the schedule set forth in Exhibit G, on ...
	B. Use of Funds.  All funds paid under this Section IX shall be part of the Compensatory Restitution Amount, shall be used for Opioid Remediation and shall be governed by the same requirements as specified in Section VI.C.

	X. Release
	A. Scope. As of the Effective Date, the Released Entities are hereby released and forever discharged from all Released Claims. New York State (for itself and its Releasors) and each Participating Subdivision hereby absolutely, unconditionally, and irr...
	B. Claim-Over and Non-Party Settlement.
	1. It is the intent of the Parties that: Released Entities should not seek  contribution or indemnification (other than pursuant to an insurance contract), from other parties for their payment obligations under this Agreement; the payments made under ...
	2. This Agreement and the releases and dismissals provided for herein are made in good faith.
	3. No Released Entity shall seek to recover for amounts paid under this Agreement based on indemnification, contribution, or any other theory from a manufacturer, pharmacy, hospital, pharmacy benefit manager, health insurer, third-party vendor, trade ...
	4. To the extent that, on or after the Initial Participation Date, any Releasor enters into a Non-Party Settlement, including in any bankruptcy proceeding or through any plan of reorganization, the Releasor will include, unless prohibited from doing s...
	5. If any Releasor settles a Non-Party Covered Conduct Claim with any Non-Released Entity and fails, following documented and substantiated best efforts, to obtain the prohibition and/or release required by Section X.B.4, and if the non-Released Entit...
	a. The Released Entity shall move to dismiss such Claim-Over on the grounds that this Agreement moots or otherwise extinguishes the Claim-Over.  Each Releasor, with respect to any proceeding to which it is a party, shall not unreasonably withhold cons...
	b. If the Claim-Over proceeds despite such motion (including if material substantive proceedings are permitted to go forward during the pendency of such motion), the Releasor shall reduce the settlement it obtained against such non-Released Entity by ...

	6. In the event that any Releasor obtains a judgment with respect to Non-Party Covered Conduct against a non-Released Entity that does not contain a prohibition like that in Section X.B.3 or any Releasor files a Non-Party Covered Conduct Claim against...
	a. If the non-Released Entity in turn successfully asserts a Claim-Over against a Released Entity, except as provided in Section X.B.7, the Releasor shall reduce its Claim and any judgment it has obtained or may obtain against such non-Released Entity...
	b. For purposes of this provision, successful assertion of a Claim-Over means either (i) a final monetary judgment in litigation, arbitration or other proceeding; provided that the applicable State Attorney(s) General had notice of and opportunity to ...
	c. The Released Entity will take reasonable and necessary steps to defend against the Claim-Over and will consent to the intervention of any Releasor seeking to defend against the Claim-Over.  Each Releasor, with respect to any proceeding to which it ...

	7. To the extent that the Claim-Over is based on a contractual indemnity, the obligations under Section X.B.4, Section X.B.5, and Section X.B.6 shall extend solely to a Non-Party Covered Conduct Claim against a pharmacy, clinic, hospital or other purc...
	8. The Parties to this Agreement recognize that these Claim-Over provisions are under negotiation in the Global Settlement and that any Claim-Over provision negotiated therein will supersede this one if the Global Settlement becomes effective.

	C. General Release. In connection with the releases provided for in this Agreement, New York State (for itself and its Releasors) and each Participating Subdivision expressly waive, release, and forever discharge any and all provisions, rights, and be...
	D. Res Judicata. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to reduce the scope of the res judicata or claim preclusive effect that the settlement memorialized in this Agreement, and/or any New York Consent Judgment or other judgment entered on this Ag...
	E. Representation and Warranty. The signatories hereto on behalf of New York State expressly represent and warrant that they have (or have obtained, or will obtain no later than the Initial Participation Date) the authority to settle and release, to t...
	F. Effectiveness. The releases set forth in this Agreement shall not be impacted in any way by any dispute that exists, has existed, or may later exist between or among the Releasors. Nor shall such releases be impacted in any way by any current or fu...
	G. Cooperation. Releasors (1) will not encourage any person or entity to bring or maintain any Released Claim against any Released Entity and (2) will reasonably cooperate with and not oppose any effort by Settling Distributors to secure the prompt di...
	H. Non-Released Claims. Notwithstanding the foregoing or anything in the definition of Released Claims, this Agreement does not waive, release or limit any criminal liability, Claims for liability under tax law, Claims under securities law by New York...

	XI. Later Litigating Subdivisions
	A. Released Claims against Released Entities. Subject to Section XI.B, the following shall apply in the event a Later Litigating Subdivision maintains a lawsuit for a Released Claim against a Released Entity after the Effective Date:
	1. The Released Entity shall take ordinary and reasonable measures to defend the action, including filing a Threshold Motion with respect to the Released Claim. The Released Entity shall further notify New York State and New York Qualified Settlement ...
	2. The provisions of this Section XI.A.2 apply if the Later Litigating Subdivision is a Primary Subdivision (except as provided in Section XI.A.2.f):
	a. If a lawsuit including a Released Claim survives until the Suspension Deadline for that lawsuit, the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator shall calculate the Suspension Amount applicable to the next Payment due from the Settling Distrib...
	b. If the Released Claim is resolved with finality without requirement of payment by the Released Entity, the placement of any remaining balance of the Suspension Amount into the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Escrow shall cease and the New York Q...
	c. If the Released Claim is resolved with finality on terms requiring payment by the Released Entity, the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Administrator will transfer the amounts in the New York Qualified Settlement Fund Escrow on account of the sus...
	d. If the lawsuit asserting a Released Claim is resolved with finality on terms requiring payment by the Released Entity, and the Released Claim did not give rise to a suspension of Annual Payments (e.g., because it was resolved during Payment Years 1...
	e. If more than one Primary Subdivision becomes a Later Litigating Subdivision, a single Suspension Cap applies and the total amounts deducted from the Annual Payment in a given Payment Year cannot exceed the Suspension Cap. For the avoidance of doubt...
	f. This Section XI.A.2 shall not apply with respect to a Primary Subdivision that is either (i) a Later Litigating Subdivision under clause (3) of the definition of that term solely because a legislative Bar or legislative Case-Specific Resolution app...

	3. The terms of this Section XI.A.3 apply if a Later Litigating Subdivision is not a Primary Subdivision (except for Primary Subdivisions referenced in Section XI.A.2.f) but is a General Purpose Government, School District, Health District or Hospital...
	4. In no event shall the total of Suspension Amounts and offsets pursuant to this Section applicable to New York State in a Payment Year for that Payment Year exceed the Offset Cap for New York State. If, in a Payment Year, the total of Suspension Amo...
	5. For the avoidance of doubt, any offset pursuant to this Section XI that is not eligible for Incentive Payment A shall continue to apply even if New York State subsequently becomes eligible for Incentive Payment A.
	6. “Terms requiring payment” shall mean (i) a final monetary judgment or (ii) a settlement; provided that the Released Entity sought the New York State Attorney General’s consent to the settlement and such consent was either obtained or unreasonably w...

	B. Exceptions.
	1. Section XI.A shall not apply where New York State meets the eligibility criteria for and is entitled to Incentive Payment A for the Payment Year at issue, except as expressly provided therein. For the avoidance of doubt, because New York State is d...
	2. An offset under Sections XI.A.2 and XI.A.3 shall not apply where the Later Litigating Subdivision opted out of a Settlement Class Resolution at issue that was in full force and effect as of the due date of the payment for Payment Year 2 and that re...
	3. Section XI.A shall not apply where the Later Litigating Subdivision seeks less than $10 million, or so long as its total claim is reduced to less than $10 million, in the lawsuit for a Released Claim at issue.
	4. An offset under Section XI.A.3 shall not apply where the applicable Participation Tier is Participation Tier 1 and the population of the Later Litigating Subdivision is under 10,000.
	5. If the applicable Participation Tier is Participation Tier 2 or higher, and the Later Litigating Subdivision has a population less than 10,000, the offset under Section XI.A.3 shall only apply to amounts paid pursuant to a settlement or judgment th...

	C. No Effect on Other Provisions. A suspension, reduction or offset under Section XI.A shall not affect the Injunctive Relief Terms or the New York Consent Judgment.

	XII. Reductions/Offsets
	A. Offset Relating to Incentive Payment A. If New York State is not eligible for Incentive Payment A at the third Payment Date,  Settling Distributors shall receive an offset.   The offset shall be the dollar amount difference between (1) the total am...
	B. Settlement Class Resolution Opt Outs. If New York State is eligible for Incentive Payment A on the basis of a Settlement Class Resolution, and a Primary Subdivision that opted out of the Settlement Class Resolution maintains a lawsuit asserting a R...
	C. Revoked Bar, Settlement Class Resolution, or Case-Specific Resolution. If the Settling Distributors made any Annual Payments that included any incentive payments earned as a result of the existence of a Bar, Settlement Class Resolution, or Case-Spe...
	D. Certain Taxes. Amounts paid by a Settling Distributor under an Opioid Tax in New York State in a Payment Year shall give rise to a dollar-for-dollar offset against that Settling Distributor’s obligation to pay its share of the Annual Payment in tha...
	E. Not Subject to Suspension Cap or Offset Cap. For the avoidance of doubt, neither the Suspension Cap nor the Offset Cap apply to the offsets and reductions set forth in this Section XII.

	XIII. Injunctive Relief
	A. It is the intent of the Parties that significant injunctive relief shall be implemented through the Global Settlement that will benefit New York State as a whole (including Suffolk and Nassau Counties), as well as other States. A draft version of t...
	1. New York State, Suffolk County, and Nassau County currently intend to participate in such settlement and shall benefit from the injunctive relief set forth therein.
	2. In the event that the Global Settlement is not consummated, the parties will meet and confer about elements of the injunctive relief that can be implemented in New York State on a statewide-only basis, with the understanding that:
	a. Implementation of injunctive terms on a New York State-only basis is limited and creates additional costs to Settling Distributors, given their nationwide operations;
	b. Elements of injunctive relief for this Agreement shall include those terms that have been negotiated for Global Agreement that can reasonably be implemented on a statewide-only basis. The Sections of Exhibit R that will be considered by the Parties...
	c. The parties agree that modifications will be necessary before Sections VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XVI of Exhibit R can be implemented with respect to conduct that occurs solely within the State of New York.  The parties further agree that mod...

	3. In the event the meet and confer does not lead to agreement on Statewide injunctive terms, the matter will be submitted to arbitration.


	XIV. Miscellaneous
	A. Population of General Purpose Governments. The population figures for General Purpose Governments shall be the published U.S. Census Bureau’s population estimates for July 1, 2019, released May 2020. These population figures shall remain unchanged ...
	B. Population of Special Districts. For any purpose in this Agreement in which the population of a Special District is used other than Section V.F.1.b: (a) School Districts’ population will be measured by the number of students enrolled who are eligib...
	C. Population Associated with Sheriffs. For any purpose in this Agreement in which the population associated with a lawsuit by a sheriff is used, the population will be measured at 20% of the capacity of the jail(s) operated by the sheriff.
	D. No Admission. The Settling Distributors do not admit liability or wrongdoing. Neither this Agreement nor the New York Consent Judgment shall be considered, construed or represented to be (1) an admission, concession or evidence of liability or wron...
	E. Most-Favored-Nation Provision.  If, after execution of this Agreement, there is a collective resolution—through settlement, bankruptcy, or other mechanism—of substantially all Claims against the Settling Distributors via the Global Settlement under...
	F. Tax Cooperation and Reporting.
	1. Upon request by any Settling Distributor, New York State and Participating Subdivisions agree to perform such further acts and to execute and deliver such further documents as may be reasonably necessary for the Settling Distributors to establish t...
	2. Without limiting the generality of Section XIV.F.1, New York State, Nassau County, Suffolk County and each Participating Subdivision shall cooperate in good faith with any Settling Distributor with respect to any tax claim, dispute, investigation, ...
	3. New York State, on behalf of itself and all Participating Subdivisions, shall designate one of its officers or employees to act as the “appropriate official” within the meaning of Treasury Regulations Section 1.6050X-1(f)(1)(ii)(B) (the “Appropriat...
	4. New York State and its Participating Subdivisions agree that any return, amended return, or written statement filed or provided pursuant to paragraph 3, and any similar document, shall be prepared and filed in a manner consistent with reporting eac...
	5. For the avoidance of doubt, neither the Settling Distributors nor New York State and Participating Subdivisions make any warranty or representation to New York State, Nassau County, Suffolk County, any Participating Subdivision or any Releasor as t...

	G. Bankruptcy.  The following provisions shall apply if a Settling Distributor enters Bankruptcy (a Settling Distributor which does so and takes the actions, or is otherwise subjected to the actions, referred to in (i) and/or (ii) herein being referre...
	1. In the event that New York State deems (by written notice to the Settling Distributors other than the Bankrupt Settling Distributor) that the financial obligations of this Agreement have been terminated and rendered null and void as to such Bankrup...
	a. all agreements, all concessions, all reductions of Releasing Parties’ Claims, and all releases and covenants not to sue, contained in this Agreement shall immediately and automatically be deemed null and void as to such Bankrupt Settling Distributo...
	b. New York State may exercise all rights provided under the federal Bankruptcy Code (or other applicable bankruptcy or non-bankruptcy law) with respect to its Claims against such Bankrupt Settling Distributor subject to all defenses and rights of the...


	H. No Third-Party Beneficiaries. Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, no portion of this Agreement shall provide any rights to, or be enforceable by, any person or entity that is not New York State or a Released Entity. New York State may n...
	I. Cooperation. Each Party and each Participating Subdivision agrees to use its best efforts and to cooperate with the other Parties and Participating Subdivisions to cause this Agreement and the New York Consent Judgment to become effective, to obtai...
	J. Retention of Jurisdiction. The Supreme Court, County of Suffolk, Justice Jerry Garguilo, shall retain jurisdiction of the Parties for the purpose of this Agreement, including its interpretation and enforcement.
	K. Successors.  This Agreement is binding upon, and inures to the benefit of, a Settling Distributor’s successors and assigns.  A Settling Distributor shall not, in one (1) transaction or a series of related transactions, sell or transfer U.S. assets ...
	L. No Violations of Applicable Law.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to authorize or require any action by Settling Distributors in violation of applicable federal, state, or other laws.
	M. Modification.  This Agreement may be modified by a written agreement of the Parties or, in the case of the New York Consent Judgment, by court proceedings resulting in a modified judgment of the Court.  For purposes of modifying this Agreement or t...
	N. No Waiver.  Any failure by any Party to this Agreement to insist upon the strict performance by any other party of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement, and such party, notw...
	O. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement represents the full and complete terms of the settlement entered into by the Parties hereto, except as provided herein. In any action undertaken by the Parties, no prior versions of this Agreement and no prior vers...
	P. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, and a facsimile or .pdf signature shall be deemed to be, and shall have the same force and effect as, an original signature.
	Q. Notice.  All notices under this Agreement shall be provided to the following via email and overnight delivery to:
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	I. DEFINITIONS
	A. “Approved Uses” means any opioid or substance use disorder related projects or programs that fall within the list of uses in Schedule C.
	B. “Lead State Agency” means the New York State Office of Addiction Services and Supports. As provided for in Section V, The Lead State Agency will coordinate with the New York Department of Health, the New York Office of Mental Health, and the New Yo...
	C. The “Advisory Board” means the advisory board created and described by Section V under the Lead State Agency.
	D. “Direct Share Subdivision” means every county of the State of New York other than the County of Nassau, the County of Suffolk, and the City of New York.
	E. “New York Subdivisions” means each county, city, town, village or special district in New York.
	F. “Opioid Settlement Funds” shall mean monetary amounts obtained through a Statewide Opioid Settlement Agreement as defined in this Agreement.
	G. “Opioid Supply Chain Participant” shall mean any entity or person that engages in or has engaged in the manufacture, marketing, promotion, distribution, or dispensing of an opioid analgesic, including their officers, directors, employees, or agents...
	H. “Parties” means the State of New York and the New York Subdivisions who execute this agreement.
	I. “Statewide Opioid Settlement Agreements” shall mean settlement agreements jointly entered into by the State of New York and New York Subdivisions with any Opioid Supply Chain Participant.
	J. “Opioid Settlement Fund” means the fund created by Section IV, which will be used or distributed in accordance with Section IV and this Agreement.

	II. GENERAL FINANCIAL AND STRUCTURE TERMS
	A. Scope of Agreement. This Agreement applies to all Statewide Opioid Settlement Agreements entered into with an Opioid Supply Chain Participant on or after June 19, 2021.
	B. Allocation and Distribution of Funds for Restitution and Abatement. Opioid Settlement Funds from each Settlement shall be allocated and distributed as follows:
	1. 17.5% to the State of New York, unless not in accordance with state law. The Office of the Attorney General shall have the discretion to allocate a portion of these funds to local governments not listed in the annexed allocation chart.
	2. 16.39% to the Lead State Agency to be placed in the Opioid Settlement Fund for Regional Spending on Approved Uses. In combination, the amount of Regional Spending of the Opioid Settlement Fund committed to cities other than New York City with a 202...
	3. 20% to the Lead State Agency to be placed in the Opioid Settlement Fund for Discretionary Spending on Approved Uses and for Administration of the Opioid Settlement Fund.
	4. 5.4% to the Direct Share Subdivisions as “Direct Unrestricted Funds.”
	5. 5.4% to the Direct Share Subdivisions for spending on Approved Uses (“Direct Restricted Funds”).
	6. 6.68% to the County of Nassau for spending on Approved Uses.
	7. 8.63% to the County of Suffolk for spending on Approved Uses.
	8. 20% to the City of New York for spending on Approved Uses.

	C. Redistribution in Certain Situations. In the event a New York Subdivision merges, dissolves, or ceases to exist, the allocation percentage for that New York Subdivision shall be redistributed equitably based on the composition of the successor New ...
	D. Direct Payment of Certain Funds.  All Opioid Settlement Funds allocated to the Direct Share Subdivisions, the Counties of Nassau and Suffolk, and the City of New York pursuant to Sections II.B.4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 shall be paid directly and as promptly...
	E. Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses. Unless state law or the applicable Statewide Opioid Settlement Agreement provides otherwise, Attorneys’ fees and expenses will be determined and paid according to each Direct Share Subdivision’s and New York Subdivisio...

	III. THE DIRECT SHARE SUBDIVISION AND CITY OF NEW YORK FUNDS
	A. Distribution of the Direct Share Subdivision Funds.  The Direct Unrestricted Funds and the Direct Restricted Funds shall be paid to the Direct Share Subdivisions that execute a release for a given Statewide Opioid Settlement Agreement, pursuant to ...
	B. Certification of Spending on Approved Uses.  Each year, the Direct Share Subdivisions, the City of New York and the Counties of Nassau and Suffolk shall certify to the Lead State Agency and the Advisory Board that all funds distributed to them purs...

	IV. THE OPIOID SETTLEMENT FUND
	A. Establishment of the Opioid Settlement Fund.
	1. Each year the Lead State Agency will allocate approximately 45% of the Opioid Settlement Fund (16.39% of the total Opioid Settlement Funds) for Approved Uses in the various regions and large cities of New York State, except New York City and the Co...
	2. Each year the Lead State Agency will set aside approximately 55% of the Opioid Settlement Fund (20% of the total Opioid Settlement Funds) for spending by the Lead State Agency to (a) fund State projects that constitute Approved Uses, and (b) carry ...

	B. Approved Uses. The Approved Uses are set forth in Schedule C below. The Advisory Board may recommend to the Legislature adding or removing Approved Uses in response to changing substance use disorder needs in the state. The Advisory Board may not r...
	C. Oversight and Auditing.  The Lead State Agency will engage in oversight and audits of projects and programs funded through the Opioid Settlement Fund.
	D. New York Subdivision Reporting.  Each New York Subdivision that receives funds from the Opioid Settlement Fund under this Agreement will annually provide to the Lead State Agency and Advisory Board a detailed accounting of the spending of such fund...
	E. Lead Agency Reporting. The Lead State Agency and other relevant government commissioners, in consultation with the Advisory Board, will annually provide the Governor, Speaker of the Assembly, the Temporary President of the Senate, and other legisla...

	V. THE ROLE OF THE ADVISORY BOARD
	A. The Structure of the Advisory Board. The Advisory Board will be established under the Lead Agency and comprised of 19 members, serving set terms. Each member of the Advisory Board will have one vote, with all actions being taken by an affirmative v...
	1. Appointments to the Advisory Board. The Advisory Board shall consist of 19 members, including the Commissioner of the Office of Addiction Services and Supports, the Commissioner of Mental Health, the Commissioner of Health (or their designees) serv...
	2. Meetings of the Advisory Board.  The Advisory Board shall hold at least quarterly public meetings, to be publicized and located in a manner reasonably designed to facilitate attendance by residents throughout the State. The Advisory Board shall fun...
	3. Consensus. Members of the Advisory Board shall attempt to reach consensus with respect to recommendations and other actions to the extent possible. Consensus is defined in this process as a general agreement achieved by the members that reflects, f...
	4. Payment and Ethics.  Members of the Advisory Board will receive no compensation but will be reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. The members of the Advisory Board shall not take any action to dir...

	B. Responsibilities.  On or before November 1 of each year, beginning November 1, 2021, the Advisory Board shall issue a written report of recommendations regarding specific opioid abatement priorities and expenditures from the Opioid Settlement Fund ...
	C. Staff and Administration. The Lead State Agency and any other relevant agency will provide staff, resources and technical assistance to the Advisory Board.
	D. Research.  The Advisory Board will recommend to the Lead State Agency research to fund and oversee related to addressing the opioid epidemic, including for outside grants.

	VI. Recoveries Other Than Money
	VII. Retention of Jurisdiction
	I. TREATMENT
	A. TREAT OPIOID USE DISORDER (OUD)
	1. Expand availability of treatment for OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including all forms of Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
	2. Support and reimburse services that include the full American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) continuum of care for OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including but not limited to:
	a. Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT);
	b. Abstinence-based treatment;
	c. Treatment, recovery, or other services provided by states, subdivisions, community health centers; non-for-profit providers; or for-profit providers;
	d. Treatment by providers that focus on OUD treatment as well as treatment by providers that offer OUD treatment along with treatment for other SUD/MH conditions; or
	e. Evidence-informed residential services programs, as noted below.

	3. Expand telehealth to increase access to treatment for OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including MAT, as well as counseling, psychiatric support, and other treatment and recovery support services.
	4. Improve oversight of Opioid Treatment Programs (OTPs) to assure evidence-based, evidence-informed or promising practices such as adequate methadone dosing and low threshold approaches to treatment.
	5. Support mobile intervention, treatment, and recovery services, offered by qualified professionals and service providers, such as peer recovery coaches, for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions and for persons who have experienced...
	6. Treatment of mental health trauma resulting from the traumatic experiences of the opioid user (e.g., violence, sexual assault, human trafficking, or adverse childhood experiences) and family members (e.g., surviving family members after an overdose...
	7. Support detoxification (detox) and withdrawal management services for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including medical detox, referral to treatment, or connections to other services or supports.
	8. Training for MAT for health care providers, students, or other supporting professionals, such as peer recovery coaches or recovery outreach specialists, including telementoring to assist community-based providers in rural or undeserved areas.
	9. Support workforce development for addiction professionals who work with persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	10. Fellowships for addiction medicine specialists for direct patient care, instructors, and clinical research for treatments.
	11. Scholarships and supports for certified addiction counselors and other mental and behavioral health providers involved in addressing OUD any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including but not limited to training, scholarships, fellowships, loan rep...
	12. Scholarships for persons to become certified addiction counselors, licensed alcohol and drug counselors, licensed clinical social workers, and licensed mental health counselors practicing in the SUD field, and scholarships for certified addiction ...
	13. Provide funding and training for clinicians to obtain a waiver under the federal Drug Addiction Treatment Act of 2000 (DATA 2000) to prescribe MAT for OUD and provide technical assistance and professional support for clinicians who have obtained a...
	14. Dissemination of web-based training curricula, such as the American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry’s Provider Clinical Support Service-Opioids web-based training curriculum and motivational interviewing.
	15. Development and dissemination of new curricula, such as the American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry’s Provider Clinical Support Service for Medication-Assisted Treatment.

	B. SUPPORT PEOPLE IN TREATMENT AND RECOVERY
	1. Provide the full continuum of care of recovery services for OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including supportive housing, residential treatment, medical detox services, peer support services and counseling, community navigators, case ma...
	2. Provide counseling, peer-support, recovery case management and residential treatment with access to medications for those who need it to persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	3. Provide access to housing for people with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including supportive housing, recovery housing, housing assistance programs, or training for housing providers.
	4. Provide community support services, including social and legal services, to assist in deinstitutionalizing persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	5. Support or expand peer-recovery centers, which may include support groups, social events, computer access, or other services for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	6. Provide or support transportation to treatment or recovery programs or services for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	7. Provide employment training or educational services for persons in treatment for or recovery from OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	8. Identifying successful recovery programs such as physician, pilot, and college recovery programs, and providing support and technical assistance to increase the number and capacity of high-quality programs to help those in recovery.
	9. Engaging non-profits, faith-based communities, and community coalitions to support people in treatment and recovery and to support family members in their efforts to manage the opioid user in the family.
	10. Training and development of procedures for government staff to appropriately interact and provide social and other services to current and recovering opioid users, including reducing stigma.
	11. Support stigma reduction efforts regarding treatment and support for persons with OUD, including reducing the stigma on effective treatment.
	12. Create or support culturally-appropriate services and programs for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including new Americans.
	13. Create and/or support recovery high schools.

	C. CONNECT PEOPLE WHO NEED HELP TO THE HELP THEY NEED (CONNECTIONS TO CARE)
	1. Ensure that health care providers are screening for OUD and other risk factors and know how to appropriately counsel and treat (or refer if necessary) a patient for OUD treatment.
	2. Fund Screening, Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) programs to reduce the transition from use to disorders.
	3. Provide training and long-term implementation of SBIRT in key systems (health, schools, colleges, criminal justice, and probation), with a focus on youth and young adults when transition from misuse to opioid disorder is most common.
	4. Purchase automated versions of SBIRT and support ongoing costs of the technology.
	5. Training for emergency room personnel treating opioid overdose patients on post-discharge planning, including community referrals for MAT, recovery case management or support services.
	6. Support hospital programs that transition persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, or persons who have experienced an opioid overdose, into community treatment or recovery services through a bridge clinic or similar approach.
	7. Support crisis stabilization centers that serve as an alternative to hospital emergency departments for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions or persons that have experienced an opioid overdose.
	8. Support the work of Emergency Medical Systems, including peer support specialists, to connect individuals to treatment or other appropriate services following an opioid overdose or other opioid-related adverse event.
	9. Provide funding for peer support specialists or recovery coaches in emergency departments, detox facilities, recovery centers, recovery housing, or similar settings; offer services, supports, or connections to care to persons with OUD and any co-oc...
	10. Provide funding for peer navigators, recovery coaches, care coordinators, or care managers that offer assistance to persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions or to persons who have experienced on opioid overdose.
	11. Create or support school-based contacts that parents can engage with to seek immediate treatment services for their child; and supporting prevention, intervention, treatment, and recovery programs focused on young people.
	12. Develop and support best practices on addressing OUD in the workplace.
	13. Support assistance programs for health care providers with OUD.
	14. Engage non-profits and faith community as a system to support outreach for treatment.
	15. Support centralized call centers that provide information and connections to appropriate services and supports for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	16. Create or support intake and call centers to facilitate education and access to treatment, prevention, and recovery services for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	17. Develop or support a National Treatment Availability Clearinghouse – a multistate/nationally accessible database whereby health care providers can list locations for currently available in-patient and out-patient OUD treatment services that are ac...

	D. ADDRESS THE NEEDS OF CRIMINAL-JUSTICE INVOLVED PERSONS
	1. Support pre-arrest and pre-arraignment diversion and deflection strategies for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including established strategies such as:
	a. Self-referral strategies such as the Angel Programs or the Police Assisted Addiction Recovery Initiative (PAARI);
	b. Active outreach strategies such as the Drug Abuse Response Team (DART) model;
	c. “Naloxone Plus” strategies, which work to ensure that individuals who have received Naloxone to reverse the effects of an overdose are then linked to treatment programs or other appropriate services;
	d. Officer prevention strategies, such as the Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) model; or
	e. Officer intervention strategies such as the Leon County, Florida Adult Civil Citation Network or the Chicago Westside Narcotics Diversion to Treatment Initiative; or
	f. Co-responder and/or alternative responder models to address OUD-related 911 calls with greater SUD expertise and to reduce perceived barriers associated with law enforcement 911 responses.

	2. Support pre-trial services that connect individuals with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions to evidence-informed treatment, including MAT, and related services.
	3. Support treatment and recovery courts for persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, but only if they provide referrals to evidence-informed treatment, including MAT.
	4. Provide evidence-informed treatment, including MAT, recovery support, harm reduction, or other appropriate services to individuals with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions who are incarcerated in jail or prison.
	5. Provide evidence-informed treatment, including MAT, recovery support, harm reduction, or other appropriate services to individuals with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions who are leaving jail or prison, who have recently left jail or prison...
	6. Support critical time interventions (CTI), particularly for individuals living with dual-diagnosis OUD/serious mental illness, and services for individuals who face immediate risks and service needs and risks upon release from correctional settings.
	7. Provide training on best practices for addressing the needs of criminal-justice-involved persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions to law enforcement, correctional, or judicial personnel or to providers of treatment, recovery, harm re...

	E. ADDRESS THE NEEDS OF PREGNANT OR PARENTING WOMEN AND THEIR FAMILIES, INCLUDING BABIES WITH NEONATAL ABSTINENCE SYNDROME
	1. Support evidence-based, evidence-informed, or promising treatment, including MAT, recovery services and supports, and prevention services for pregnant women – or women who could become pregnant – who have OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions,...
	2. Training for obstetricians and other healthcare personnel that work with pregnant women and their families regarding OUD treatment and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	3. Provide training to health care providers who work with pregnant or parenting women on best practices for compliance with federal requirements that children born with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome get referred to appropriate services and receive a p...
	4. Child and family supports for parenting women with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	5. Enhanced family supports and child care services for parents with OUD and any cooccurring SUD/MH conditions.
	6. Provide enhanced support for children and family members suffering trauma as a result of addiction in the family; and offer trauma-informed behavioral health treatment for adverse childhood events.
	7. Offer home-based wrap-around services to persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, including but not limited to parent skills training.
	8. Support for Children’s Services – Fund additional positions and services, including supportive housing and other residential services, relating to children being removed from the home and/or placed in foster care due to custodial opioid use.


	II. PREVENTION
	A. PREVENT OVER-PRESCRIBING AND ENSURE APPROPRIATE PRESCRIBING AND DISPENSING OF OPIOIDS
	1. Training for health care providers regarding safe and responsible opioid prescribing, dosing, and tapering patients off opioids.
	2. Academic counter-detailing to educate prescribers on appropriate opioids prescribing.
	3. Continuing Medical Education (CME) on appropriate prescribing of opioids.
	4. Support for non-opioid pain treatment alternatives, including training providers to offer or refer to multi-modal, evidence-informed treatment of pain.
	5. Support enhancements or improvements to Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs (PDMPs), including but not limited to improvements that:
	a. Increase the number of prescribers using PDMPs;
	b. Improve point-of-care decision-making by increasing the quantity, quality, or format of data available to prescribers using PDMPs, by improving the interface that prescribers use to access PDMP data, or both; or
	c. Enable states to use PDMP data in support of surveillance or intervention strategies, including MAT referrals and follow-up for individuals identified within PDMP data as likely to experience OUD.

	6. Development and implementation of a national PDMP – Fund development of a multistate/national PDMP that permits information sharing while providing appropriate safeguards on sharing of private health information, including but not limited to:
	a. Integration of PDMP data with electronic health records, overdose episodes, and decision support tools for health care providers relating to OUD.
	b. Ensuring PDMPs incorporate available overdose/naloxone deployment data, including the United States Department of Transportation’s Emergency Medical Technician overdose database.

	7. Increase electronic prescribing to prevent diversion or forgery.
	8. Educating Dispensers on appropriate opioid dispensing.

	B. PREVENT MISUSE OF OPIOIDS
	1. Corrective advertising or affirmative public education campaigns based on evidence.
	2. Public education relating to drug disposal.
	3. Drug take-back disposal or destruction programs.
	4. Fund community anti-drug coalitions that engage in drug prevention efforts.
	5. Support community coalitions in implementing evidence-informed prevention, such as reduced social access and physical access, stigma reduction – including staffing, educational campaigns, support for people in treatment or recovery, or training of ...
	6. Engaging non-profits and faith community as a system to support prevention.
	7. Support evidence-informed school and community education programs and campaigns for students, families, school employees, school athletic programs, parent-teacher and student associations, and others.
	8. School-based or youth-focused programs or strategies that have demonstrated effectiveness in preventing drug misuse and seem likely to be effective in preventing the uptake and use of opioids.
	9. Support community-based education or intervention services for families, youth, and adolescents at risk for OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	10. Support evidence-informed programs or curricula to address mental health needs of young people who may be at risk of misusing opioids or other drugs, including emotional modulation and resilience skills.
	11. Support greater access to mental health services and supports for young people, including services and supports provided by school nurses or other school staff, to address mental health needs in young people that (when not properly addressed) incr...

	C. PREVENT OVERDOSE DEATHS AND OTHER HARMS (HARM REDUCTION)
	1. Increasing availability and distribution of naloxone and other drugs that treat overdoses to first responders, overdose patients, opioid users, families and friends of opioid users, schools, community navigators and outreach workers, drug offenders...
	2. Public health entities provide free naloxone to anyone in the community, including but not limited to provision of intra-nasal naloxone in settings where other options are not available or allowed.
	3. Training and education regarding naloxone and other drugs that treat overdoses for first responders, overdose patients, patients taking opioids, families, schools, and other members of the general public.
	4. Enable school nurses and other school staff to respond to opioid overdoses, and provide them with naloxone, training, and support.
	5. Expand, improve, or develop data tracking software and applications for overdoses/naloxone revivals.
	6. Public education relating to emergency responses to overdoses.
	7. Public education relating to immunity and Good Samaritan laws.
	8. Educate first responders regarding the existence and operation of immunity and Good Samaritan laws.
	9. Syringe service programs and other evidence-informed programs to reduce harms associated with intravenous drug use, including supplies, staffing, space, peer support services, referrals to treatment, fentanyl checking, connections to care, and the ...
	10. Expand access to testing and treatment for infectious diseases such as HIV and Hepatitis C resulting from intravenous opioid use.
	11. Support mobile units that offer or provide referrals to harm reduction services, treatment, recovery supports, health care, or other appropriate services to persons that use opioids or persons with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions.
	12. Provide training in harm reduction strategies to health care providers, students, peer recovery coaches, recovery outreach specialists, or other professionals that provide care to persons who use opioids or persons with OUD and any co-occurring SU...
	13. Support screening for fentanyl in routine clinical toxicology testing.


	III. OTHER STRATEGIES
	A. FIRST RESPONDERS
	1. Law enforcement expenditures related to the opioid epidemic
	2. Educate law enforcement or other first responders regarding appropriate practices and precautions when dealing with fentanyl or other drugs.
	3. Provisions of wellness and support services for first responders and others who experience secondary trauma associated with opioid-related emergency events.

	B. LEADERSHIP, PLANNING AND COORDINATION
	1. Community regional planning to identify goals for reducing harms related to the opioid epidemic, to identify areas and populations with the greatest needs for treatment intervention services, or to support other strategies to abate the opioid epide...
	2. A government dashboard to track key opioid-related indicators and supports as identified through collaborative community processes.
	3. Invest in infrastructure or staffing at government or not-for-profit agencies to support collaborative, cross-system coordination with the purpose of preventing overprescribing, opioid misuse, or opioid overdoses, treating those with OUD and any co...
	4. Provide resources to staff government oversight and management of opioid abatement programs.

	C. TRAINING
	1. Provide funding for staff training or network programs and services regarding the capability of government, community, and not-for-profit entities to abate the opioid crisis.
	2. Support infrastructure and staffing for collaborative cross-systems coordination to prevent opioid misuse, prevent overdoses, and treat those with OUD and any co-occurring SUD/MH conditions, or implement other strategies to abate the opioid epidemi...

	D. RESEARCH
	1. Monitoring, surveillance, and evaluation of programs and strategies described in this opioid abatement strategy list.
	2. Research non-opioid treatment of chronic pain.
	3. Research improved service delivery for modalities such as SBIRT that demonstrate promising but mixed results in populations vulnerable to opioid use disorders.
	4. Research on novel harm reduction and prevention efforts such as the provision of fentanyl test strips.
	5. Research on innovative supply-side enforcement efforts such as improved detection of mail-based delivery of synthetic opioids.
	6. Expanded research on swift/certain/fair models to reduce and deter opioid misuse within criminal justice populations that build upon promising approaches used to address other substances (e.g. Hawaii HOPE and Dakota 24/7).
	7. Research on expanded modalities such as prescription methadone that can expand access to MAT.
	8. Epidemiological surveillance of OUD-related behaviors in critical populations including individuals entering the criminal justice system, including but not limited to approaches modeled on the Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring (ADAM) system.
	9. Qualitative and quantitative research regarding public health risks and harm reduction opportunities within illicit drug markets, including surveys of market participants who sell or distribute illicit opioids.
	10. Geospatial analysis of access barriers to MAT and their association with treatment engagement and treatment outcomes.

	E. POST-MORTEM
	1. Toxicology tests for the range of synthetic opioids presently seen in overdose deaths as  well as newly evolving synthetic opioids infiltrating the drug supply.
	2. Toxicology method development and method validation for the range of synthetic opioids observed now and in the future, including the cost of installation, maintenance, repairs and training of capital equipment.
	3. Autopsies in cases of overdose deaths resulting from opioids and synthetic opioids.
	4. Additional storage space/facilities for bodies directly related to opioid or synthetic opioid related deaths.
	5. Comprehensive death investigations for individuals where a death is caused by or suspected to have been caused by an opioid or synthetic opioid overdose, whether intentional or accidental.
	6. Indigent burial for unclaimed remains resulting from overdose deaths.
	7. Navigation-to-care services for individuals with opioid use disorder who are encountered by the medical examiner’s office as either family and/or social network members of decedents dying of opioid overdose.
	8. Epidemiologic data management and reporting to public health and public safety stakeholders regarding opioid overdose fatalities.
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	I. INTRODUCTION
	A. Within ninety (90) days of the Effective Date unless otherwise set forth herein, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall implement the injunctive relief terms set forth in Sections II through XIX (the “Injunctive Relief Terms”) in its Controlled S...
	B. The Effective Date of these Injunctive Relief Terms shall be defined by Section I.P of the Settlement Agreement, dated as of July [●], 2021, which incorporates these Injunctive Relief Terms as Exhibit P.

	II. TERM AND SCOPE
	A. The duration of the Injunctive Relief Terms contained in Sections IV through XVI shall be ten (10) years from the Effective Date.
	B. McKesson Corporation, Cardinal Health, Inc., and AmerisourceBergen Corporation are referred to collectively throughout these Injunctive Relief Terms as the “Injunctive Relief Distributors” or individually as an “Injunctive Relief Distributor.” Each...
	C. The requirements contained in Sections VIII through XV shall apply to the distribution of Controlled Substances to Customers by each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s Full-Line Wholesale Pharmaceutical Distribution Business, including by any entities...

	III. DEFINITIONS
	A. “Audit Report.” As defined in Section XVIII.H.3.
	B. “Chain Customers.” Chain retail pharmacies that have centralized corporate headquarters and have multiple specific retail pharmacy locations from which Controlled Substances are dispensed to individual patients.
	C. “Chief Diversion Control Officer.” As defined in Section IV.A.
	D. “Clearinghouse.” The system established by Section XVII.
	E. “Clearinghouse Advisory Panel.” As defined in Section XVII.B.4.
	F. “Controlled Substances.” Those substances designated under schedules II-V pursuant to the federal Controlled Substances Act and the laws and regulations of the Settling States that incorporate federal schedules II-V. For purposes of the requirement...
	G. “Corrective Action Plan.” As defined in Section XIX.B.7.b.
	H. “CSMP.” As defined in Section I.A.
	I. “CSMP Committee.” As defined in Section VI.A.
	J. “Customers.” Refers collectively to current, or where applicable potential, Chain Customers and Independent Retail Pharmacy Customers. “Customers” do not include long-term care facilities, hospital pharmacies, and pharmacies that serve exclusively ...
	K. “Data Security Event.” Refers to any compromise, or threat that gives rise to a reasonable likelihood of compromise, by unauthorized access or inadvertent disclosure impacting the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of Dispensing Data.
	L. “Dispensing Data” Includes, unless altered by the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel, (i) unique patient IDs; (ii) patient zip codes; (iii) the dates prescriptions were dispensed; (iv) the NDC numbers of the drugs dispensed; (v) the quantities of drugs d...
	M. “Draft Report.” As defined in Section XVIII.H.1.
	N. “Effective Date.” As defined in Section I.B.
	O. “Full-Line Wholesale Pharmaceutical Distribution Business.” Activity engaged in by distribution centers with a primary business of supplying a wide range of branded, generic, over-the-counter and specialty pharmaceutical products to Customers.
	P. “Highly Diverted Controlled Substances.” Includes: (i) oxycodone; (ii) hydrocodone; (iii) hydromorphone; (iv) tramadol; (v) oxymorphone; (vi) morphine; (vii) methadone; (viii) carisoprodol; (ix) alprazolam; and (x) fentanyl. The Injunctive Relief D...
	Q. “Independent Retail Pharmacy Customers.” Retail pharmacy locations that do not have centralized corporate headquarters and dispense Controlled Substances to individual patients.
	R. “Injunctive Relief Distributors.” As defined in Section II.B.
	S. “Injunctive Relief Terms.” As defined in Section I.A.
	T. “Monitor.” As defined in Section XVIII.A.
	U. “National Arbitration Panel.” As defined by Section I.GG of the Settlement Agreement, dated as of July [●], 2021, which incorporates these Injunctive Relief Terms as Exhibit P.
	V. “NDC.” National Drug Code.
	W. “Non-Controlled Substance.” Prescription medications that are not Controlled Substances.
	X. “Notice of Potential Violation.” As defined in Section XIX.B.2.
	Y. “Order.”  A unique Customer request on a specific date for (i) a certain amount of a specific dosage form or strength of a Controlled Substance or (ii) multiple dosage forms and/or strengths of a Controlled Substance. For the purposes of this defin...
	Z. “Pharmacy Customer Data.” Aggregated and/or non-aggregated data provided by the Customer for a 90-day period.
	1. To the extent feasible based on the functionality of a Customer’s pharmacy management system, Pharmacy Customer Data shall contain (or, in the case of non-aggregated data, shall be sufficient to determine) the following:
	a) A list of the total number of prescriptions and dosage units for each NDC for all Controlled Substances and non-Controlled Substances;
	b) A list of the top five prescribers of each Highly Diverted  Controlled Substance by dosage volume and the top ten prescribers of all Highly Diverted Controlled Substances combined by dosage volume. For each prescriber, the data shall include the fo...
	(1) Number of prescriptions and doses prescribed for each Highly Diverted Controlled Substance NDC;
	(2) Number of prescriptions for each unique dosage amount (number of pills per prescription) for each Highly Diverted Controlled Substance NDC;
	(3) Prescriber name, DEA registration number, and address; and
	(4) Medical practice/specialties, if available;

	c) Information on whether the method of payment was cash for (a) Controlled Substances, and (b) non-Controlled Substances; and
	d) Information on top ten patient residential areas by five-digit ZIP code prefix for filled Highly Diverted Controlled Substances by dosage volume, including number of prescriptions and doses for each Highly Diverted Controlled Substance NDC.

	2. Injunctive Relief Distributors are not required to obtain Pharmacy Customer Data for all Customers. Pharmacy Customer Data only needs to be obtained under circumstances required by the Injunctive Relief Terms and the applicable CSMP policies and pr...
	3. Injunctive Relief Distributors shall only collect, use, disclose or retain Pharmacy Customer Data consistent with applicable federal and state privacy and consumer protections laws. Injunctive Relief Distributors shall not be required to collect, u...

	AA. “Potential Violation.”  As defined in Section XIX.B.1.
	BB. “Reporting Periods.” As defined in Section XVIII.C.1.
	CC. “Settling State.”  As defined by Section I.OOO of the Settlement Agreement, dated as of July [●], 2021, which incorporates these Injunctive Relief Terms as Exhibit P.
	DD. “State Compliance Review Committee.” The initial State Compliance Review Committee members are representatives from the Attorneys General Offices of Connecticut, Florida, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. The membership of the State ...
	EE. “Suspicious Orders.”  As defined under federal law and regulation and the laws and regulations of the Settling States that incorporate the federal Controlled Substances Act. Suspicious Orders currently include, but are not limited to, orders of un...
	FF. “Threshold.” The total volume of a particular drug family, DEA base code, or a particular formulation of a Controlled Substance that an Injunctive Relief Distributor shall allow a Customer to purchase in any particular period. This term may be rea...
	GG. “Third Party Request.” A request from an entity other than an Injunctive Relief Distributor, a Settling State, or the Monitor pursuant to a subpoena, court order, data practices act, freedom of information act, public information act, public recor...
	HH. “Top Prescriber.” A prescriber who, for a Customer, is either (i) among the top five (5) prescribers of each Highly Diverted Controlled Substance or (ii) among the top ten (10) prescribers of Highly Diverted Controlled Substances combined, as dete...

	IV. CSMP PERSONNEL
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall establish or maintain the position of Chief Diversion Control Officer, or other appropriately titled position, to oversee the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP. The Chief Diversion Control Officer shall h...
	B. The Chief Diversion Control Officer shall be responsible for the approval of material revisions to the CSMP.
	C. The Chief Diversion Control Officer shall provide at least quarterly reports to the CSMP Committee regarding the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s operation of the CSMP, including the implementation of any changes to the CSMP required by these Injunc...
	D. An Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP functions, including but not limited to  the onboarding and approval of new Customers for the sale of Controlled Substances, setting and adjusting Customer Thresholds for Controlled Substances, terminating or...
	E. Staffing levels of each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP department shall be reviewed periodically, but at least on an annual basis, by the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP Committee. This review shall include consideration of relevant deve...
	F. Personnel in an Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP department shall not report to individuals in an Injunctive Relief Distributor’s sales department, and sales personnel shall not be authorized to make decisions regarding the promotion, compensat...
	G. The CSMP policies and procedures shall be published in a form and location readily accessible to all CSMP personnel at each Injunctive Relief Distributor.

	V. INDEPENDENCE
	A. For each Injunctive Relief Distributor, sales personnel compensated with commissions shall not be compensated based on revenue or profitability targets or expectations for sales of Controlled Substances. However, each Injunctive Relief Distributor’...
	B. For any Injunctive Relief Distributor personnel who are compensated at least in part based on Customer sales, the Injunctive Relief Distributor shall ensure the compensation of such personnel is not decreased by a CSMP-related suspension or termina...
	C. The Injunctive Relief Distributors’ sales personnel shall not be authorized to make decisions regarding the implementation of CSMP policies and procedures, the design of the CSMP, the setting or adjustment of Thresholds, or other actions taken purs...
	D. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall review its compensation and non- retaliation policies and, if necessary, modify and implement changes to those policies to effectuate the goals of, and incentivize compliance with, the CSMP.
	E. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall maintain a telephone, email, and/or web- based “hotline” to permit employees and/or Customers to anonymously report suspected diversion of Controlled Substances or violations of the CSMP, Injunctive Relief D...

	VI. OVERSIGHT
	A. To the extent not already established, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall establish a committee that includes senior executives with responsibility for legal, compliance, distribution and finance to provide oversight over its CSMP (the “CSMP ...
	B. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP Committee shall have regular meetings during which the Chief Diversion Control Officer shall present to the CSMP Committee with respect to, and the CSMP Committee shall evaluate, among other things: (1) any...
	C. On a quarterly basis, each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP Committee shall send a written report to the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s Chief Executive, Chief Financial, and Chief Legal Officer, as well as its Board of Directors, addressing: (...
	D. To the extent not already established, the Board of Directors of each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall establish its own compliance committee ( the “Board Compliance Committee”) to evaluate, at a minimum, and on a quarterly basis: (1) the CSMP C...
	E. The Board Compliance Committee shall have the authority to: (1) require management of the Injunctive Relief Distributor to conduct audits on any CSMP or legal and regulatory concern pertaining to Controlled Substances distribution, and to update it...

	VII. MANDATORY TRAINING
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall require all new CSMP personnel to attend trainings on its CSMP, its obligations under the Injunctive Relief Terms, and its duties with respect to maintaining effective controls against potential diversion of...
	B. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall provide annual trainings to CSMP personnel on its CSMP, its obligations under the Injunctive Relief Terms, and its duties to maintain effective controls against potential diversion of Controlled Substances a...
	C. On an annual basis, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall test its CSMP personnel on their knowledge regarding its CSMP, its obligations under the Injunctive Relief Terms, and its duties to maintain effective controls against potential diversion...
	D. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall train all third-party compliance consultants (defined as non-employees who are expected to devote 50% or more of their time to performing work related to the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP, excluding i...
	E. At least every three (3) years in the case of existing employees, and within the  first six months of hiring new employees, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall require operations, sales, and senior executive employees to attend trainings on it...

	VIII. RED FLAGS
	A. Within one hundred and twenty days (120) of the Effective Date, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall, at a minimum, apply specific metrics to identify the potential Red Flags described in Section VIII.D with respect to Independent Retail Pharma...
	B. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall evaluate and, if necessary, enhance or otherwise adjust the specific metrics it uses to identify Red Flags set forth in Section VIII.D.
	C. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall provide annually to the Monitor the specific metrics it uses to identify Red Flags as set forth in Section VIII.D. The Monitor shall review the metrics used to identify Red Flags as set forth in Section VIII...
	D. For purposes of the Injunctive Relief Terms, “Red Flags” are defined as follows:
	1. Ordering ratio of Highly Diverted Controlled Substances to non- Controlled Substances: Analyze the ratio of the order volume of all Highly Diverted Controlled Substances to the order volume of all non- Controlled Substances to identify Customers wi...
	2. Ordering ratio of Highly Diverted Controlled Substance select base codes or drug families to non-Controlled Substances: Analyze the ratio of the order volume of each Highly Diverted Controlled Substance base code or drug family to the total order v...
	3. Excessive ordering growth of Controlled Substances: Analyze significant increases in the ordering volume of Controlled Substances using criteria to identify customers that exhibit percentage growth of Controlled Substances substantially in excess o...
	4. Unusual formulation ordering: Analyze ordering of Highly Diverted Controlled Substances to identify customers with significant ordering of high-risk formulations. High-risk formulations include, but are not limited to, 10mg hydrocodone, 8mg hydromo...
	5. Out-of-area patients: Analyze Pharmacy Customer Data or Dispensing Data to assess volume of prescriptions for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances for out-of-area patients (based on number of miles traveled between a patient’s zip code and the pha...
	6. Cash prescriptions: Analyze Pharmacy Customer Data or Dispensing Data to assess percentage of cash payments for purchases of Controlled Substances taking into consideration the percentage of cash payments for purchases of non-Controlled Substances.
	7. Prescriber activity of Customers: Analyze Pharmacy Customer Data or Dispensing Data to identify Customers that are dispensing Highly Diverted Controlled Substance prescriptions for Top Prescribers as follows:
	a) Top Prescribers representing a significant volume of dispensing where the prescriber’s practice location is in excess of 50 miles from the pharmacy (“out-of-area”), relative to the percentage of out-of-area prescriptions for non-Controlled Substances.
	b) Top Prescribers representing prescriptions for the same Highly Diverted Controlled Substances in the same quantities and dosage forms indicative of pattern prescribing (e.g., a prescriber providing many patients with the same high-dose, high-quanti...
	c) Top Prescribers where the top five (5) or fewer prescribers represent more than 50% of total prescriptions for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances during a specified period.

	8. Public regulatory actions against Customers: Review information retrieved from companies that provide licensing and disciplinary history records (e.g., LexisNexis), and/or other public sources, including governmental entities, showing that the Cust...
	9. Customer termination data: Review information from the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s due diligence files and, when operable, from the Clearinghouse, subject to Section VIII.F, regarding Customers that have been terminated from ordering Controlled...

	E. For any Red Flag evaluation in Section VIII.D that may be performed using Pharmacy Customer Data or Dispensing Data, an Injunctive Relief Distributor will analyze the Red Flag using Pharmacy Customer Data, to the extent feasible based on the functi...
	F. As provided for in Section XVII.C.4, the foregoing Red Flag evaluations may be performed by the Clearinghouse and reported to the relevant Injunctive Relief Distributors.
	G. The Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee shall work in good faith to identify additional potential Red Flags that can be derived from the data analytics to be performed by the Clearinghouse.

	IX. ONBOARDING
	A. For each Injunctive Relief Distributor, prior to initiating the sale of Controlled Substances to a potential Customer, a member of the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP department (or a qualified third-party compliance consultant trained on the ...
	1. Interview the pharmacist-in-charge, either over the telephone, via videoconference, or in person. The interview shall include questions regarding the manner in which the potential Customer maintains effective controls against the potential diversio...
	2. Obtain a “Pharmacy Questionnaire” completed by the owner and/or pharmacist-in-charge of the potential Customer. The Pharmacy Questionnaire shall require going-concern potential Customers to list their top ten (10) prescribers for Highly Diverted Co...
	3. Complete a written onboarding report to be maintained in a database accessible to the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP personnel reflecting the findings of the interview and any site visit, the findings regarding the identification of and, if a...
	4. For going-concern potential Customers, review Pharmacy Customer Data to assist with the identification of any Red Flags.
	5. Document whether the potential Customer or the pharmacist-in-charge has been subject to any professional disciplinary sanctions or law enforcement activity related to Controlled Substances dispensing, and, if so, the basis for that action. For Chai...

	B. For Chain Customers, each Injunctive Relief Distributor may obtain the information in Section IX.A from a corporate representative of the Chain Customer.
	C. In the event that an Injunctive Relief Distributor identifies one or more unresolved Red Flags or other information indicative of potential diversion of Controlled Substances through the onboarding process or otherwise, the Injunctive Relief Distri...

	X. ONGOING DUE DILIGENCE
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall periodically review its procedures and systems for detecting patterns or trends in Customer order data or other information used to evaluate whether a Customer is maintaining effective controls against diver...
	B. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall conduct periodic proactive compliance reviews of its Customers’ performance in satisfying their corresponding responsibilities to maintain effective controls against the diversion of Controlled Substances.
	C. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall review ARCOS data made available to it by the DEA and, once operational, by the Clearinghouse, to assist with Customer specific due diligence.  For Chain Customers, this provision shall apply to the potentia...
	D. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall conduct due diligence as set forth in its CSMP policies and procedures in response to concerns of potential diversion of Controlled Substances at its Customers. For Chain Customers, these provisions shall ap...
	1. The discovery of one or more unresolved Red Flags;
	2. The receipt of information directly from law enforcement or regulators concerning potential diversion of Controlled Substances at or by a Customer;
	3. The receipt of information concerning the suspension or revocation of pharmacist’s DEA registration or state license related to potential diversion of Controlled Substances;
	4. The receipt of reliable information through the hotline established in Section V.E concerning suspected diversion of Controlled Substances at the Customer;
	5. The receipt of reliable information from another distributor concerning suspected diversion of Controlled Substances at the Customer; or
	6. Receipt of other reliable information that the Customer is engaged in conduct indicative of diversion or is failing to adhere to its corresponding responsibility to prevent the diversion of Highly Diverted Controlled Substances.

	E. On an annual basis, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall obtain updated pharmacy questionnaires from five hundred (500) Customers to include the following:
	1. The top 250 Customers by combined volume of Highly Diverted Controlled Substances  purchased from the Injunctive Relief Distributor measured as of the end of the relevant calendar year; and
	2. Additional Customers selected as a representative sample of various geographic regions, customer types (Independent Retail Pharmacy Customers and Chain Customers), and distribution centers. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s Chief Diversion Contr...

	F. Scope of Review
	1. For reviews triggered by Section X.D, an Injunctive Relief Distributor shall conduct due diligence and obtain updated Pharmacy Customer Data or equivalent, or more comprehensive data from the Clearinghouse if needed, as set forth in its CSMP polici...
	2. For questionnaires collected pursuant to  Section X.E, Injunctive Relief Distributors shall conduct a due diligence review consistent with the Injunctive Relief Distributors’ CSMP policies and procedures. These annual diligence reviews shall be per...
	3. If the Injunctive Relief Distributor decides to terminate the Customer due to concerns regarding potential diversion of Controlled Substances, the Injunctive Relief Distributor shall promptly cease the sale of Controlled Substances to the Customer ...


	XI. SITE VISITS
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall conduct site visits, including unannounced site visits, where appropriate, of Customers, as necessary, as part of Customer due diligence.
	B. During site visits, an Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP personnel or qualified third-party compliance consultants shall interview the pharmacist-in-charge or other relevant Customer employees, if appropriate, about any potential Red Flags and t...
	C. An Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP personnel or qualified third-party compliance consultants who conduct site visits shall document the findings of any site visit.
	D. Site visit and all other compliance reports shall be maintained by each Injunctive Relief Distributor in a database accessible to all CSMP personnel.

	XII. THRESHOLDS
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall use Thresholds to identify potentially Suspicious Orders of Controlled Substances from Customers.
	B. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP department shall be responsible for the oversight of the process for establishing and modifying Thresholds. The sales departments of the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall not have the authority to establ...
	C. Injunctive Relief Distributors shall not provide Customers specific information about their Thresholds or how their Thresholds are calculated.
	1. Threshold Setting
	a) Injunctive Relief Distributors shall primarily use model-based thresholds. For certain circumstances, Injunctive Relief Distributors may apply a non-model threshold based on documented customer diligence and analysis.
	b) Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall include in its Annual Threshold Analysis and Assessment Report (as required by Section XVIII.F.3.c) to the Monitor summary statistics regarding the use of non-model thresholds and such information shall be c...
	c) For the purposes of establishing and maintaining Thresholds, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall take into account the Controlled Substances diversion risk of each drug base code. The diversion risk of each base code should be defined and reas...
	d) Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall establish Thresholds for new Customers prior to supplying those Customers with Controlled Substances and shall continue to have Thresholds in place at all times for each Customer to which it supplies Control...
	e) When ordering volume from other distributors becomes readily available from the Clearinghouse, an Injunctive Relief Distributor shall consider including such information as soon as reasonably practicable in establishing and maintaining Thresholds.
	f) Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall incorporate the following guiding principles in establishing and maintaining Customer Thresholds, except when inapplicable to non-model Thresholds:
	(1) Thresholds shall take into account the number of non- Controlled Substance dosage units distributed to, dispensed and/or number of prescriptions dispensed by the Customer to assist with the determination of Customer size. As a general matter, smal...
	(2) For the purposes of establishing and maintaining Thresholds, Injunctive Relief Distributors shall use statistical models that are appropriate to the underlying data.
	(3) For the purposes of establishing and maintaining Thresholds, Injunctive Relief Distributors shall take into account a Customer’s ordering and/or dispensing history for a specified period of time.
	(4) For the purposes of establishing and maintaining Thresholds, Injunctive Relief Distributors shall take into account the ordering history of Customers within similar geographic regions, or, where appropriate for Chain Customers, ordering history wi...
	(5) If appropriate, Thresholds may take into account the characteristics of Customers with similar business models.
	(a) A Customer’s statement that it employs a particular business model must be verified, to the extent practicable, before that business model is taken into account in establishing and maintaining a Customer’s Threshold.



	2. Threshold Auditing
	a) The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall review their respective Customer Thresholds at least on an annual basis and modify them where appropriate.
	b) Each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP department shall annually evaluate its Threshold setting methodology and processes and its CSMP personnel’s performance in adhering to those policies.

	3. Threshold Changes
	a) An Injunctive Relief Distributor may increase or decrease a Customer Threshold as set forth in its CSMP policies and procedures, subject to Sections XII.C.3.b through XII.C.3.e.
	b) Prior to approving any Threshold change request by a Customer, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall conduct due diligence to determine whether an increase to the Threshold is warranted. This due diligence shall include obtaining from the Custom...
	c) No Injunctive Relief Distributor shall proactively contact a Customer to suggest that the Customer request an increase to any of its Thresholds, to inform the Customer that its Orders-to-date are approaching its Thresholds or to recommend to the Cu...
	d) An Injunctive Relief Distributor’s Chief Diversion Control Officer may approve criteria for potential adjustments to Customer Thresholds to account for circumstances where the Thresholds produced by the ordinary operation of the statistical models ...
	e) Any decision to raise a Customer’s Threshold in response to a request by a Customer to adjust its Threshold must be documented in a writing and state the reason(s) for the change. The decision must be consistent with the Injunctive Relief Distribut...



	XIII. SUSPICIOUS ORDER REPORTING AND NON-SHIPMENT
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall report Suspicious Orders to the Settling States (“Suspicious Order Reports” or “SORs”), including those Settling States that do not currently require such SORs, at the election of the Settling State.
	B. For the SORs required by the Injunctive Relief Terms, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall report Orders that exceed a Threshold for Controlled Substances set pursuant to the processes in Section XII that are blocked and not shipped.
	C. No Injunctive Relief Distributor shall ship any Order that it (i) reports pursuant to Sections XIII.A or XIII.B, or (ii) would have been required to report pursuant to Sections XIII.A or XIII.B had the Settling State elected to receive SORs.
	D. In reporting Suspicious Orders to the Settling States, the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall file SORs in a standardized electronic format that is uniform among the Settling States and contains the following information fields:
	1. Customer name;
	2. Customer address;
	3. DEA registration number;
	4. State pharmacy license number;
	5. Date of order;
	6. NDC number;
	7. Quantity;
	8. Explanation for why the order is suspicious (up to 250 characters): Details that are order-specific regarding why an order was flagged as a Suspicious Order, including specific criteria used by an Injunctive Relief Distributor’s Threshold system (e...
	9. Name and contact information for a knowledgeable designee within the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP department to be a point of contact for the SORs.

	E. On a quarterly basis, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall provide a summary report to the Settling States that elect to receive it that provides the following information for the relevant quarter with respect to the top ten (10) Customers by v...
	1. The number of SORs submitted for that Customer by base code;
	2. The Customer’s order volume by base code for the quarter for all Highly Diverted Controlled Substances;
	3. The Customer’s order frequency by base code for the quarter for all Highly Diverted Controlled Substances;
	4. For each  Highly Diverted Controlled Substance base code, the ratio of the Customer’s order volume for that base code to the volume of all pharmaceutical orders for the quarter; and
	5. The ratio of the Customer’s order volume of all Controlled Substances to the volume of all pharmaceutical orders for the quarter.

	F. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall only be required to file a single, uniform, electronic form of SOR with any Settling State that receives SORs pursuant to these Injunctive Relief Terms. A Settling State retains the authority pursuant to app...
	G. It is the objective of the Settling States and the Injunctive Relief Distributors for the Injunctive Relief Distributors to provide SORs to Settling States that identify the same Suspicious Orders as reported to the DEA pursuant to the definition a...
	H. It shall not be a violation of the Injunctive Relief Terms if an Injunctive Relief Distributor ships a Suspicious Order or fails to submit or transmit a SOR if:
	1. The shipment of the Suspicious Order or failed SOR transmission was due to a computer error (data entry mistakes, coding errors, computer logic issues, software malfunctions, and other computer errors or IT failures); and
	2. The Injunctive Relief Distributor reports the error, including a description of measures that will be taken to prevent recurrence of the error, to any affected Settling State, the State Compliance Review Committee, and the Monitor within five (5) b...


	XIV. TERMINATED CUSTOMERS
	A. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall report to the Clearinghouse, once operational, within five (5) business days (or as otherwise required by state statute or regulation), Customers it has terminated from eligibility to receive Controlled Subs...
	B. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall report to the relevant Settling State(s), within five (5) business days (or as otherwise required by state statute or regulation) Customers located in such Settling States that it has terminated from eligibi...
	C. In determining whether a Customer should be terminated from eligibility to receive Controlled Substances, Injunctive Relief Distributors shall apply factors set out in their CSMP policies and procedures, which shall include the following conduct by...
	1. Has generated an excessive number of Suspicious Orders, which cannot otherwise be explained;
	2. Has routinely demonstrated unresolved Red Flag activity;
	3. Has continued to fill prescriptions for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances that raise Red Flags following an Injunctive Relief Distributor’s warning or communication about such practices;
	4. Has failed to provide Pharmacy Customer Data or Dispensing Data in response to a request from an Injunctive Relief Distributor or otherwise refuses to cooperate with the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP after providing the Customer with a reaso...
	5. Has been found to have made material omissions or false statements on a Pharmacy Questionnaire (the requirements for the contents of a Pharmacy Questionnaire are described in Section IX); or
	6. Has been the subject of discipline by a State Board of Pharmacy within the past three (3) years or has had its owner(s) or pharmacist-in-charge subject to license probation or termination within the past five (5) years by a State Board of Pharmacy ...

	D. Once the Clearinghouse has made Customer termination data available to each Injunctive Relief Distributor, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall consider terminating Customers that have been terminated from eligibility to receive Controlled Subs...
	E. For Chain Customers, the provisions in Section XIV.A-D shall apply to the specific pharmacies in question.

	XV. EMERGENCIES
	A. In the circumstances of declared national or state emergencies in which the healthcare community relies on the Injunctive Relief Distributors for critical medicines, medical supplies, products, and services, the Injunctive Relief Distributors may b...
	B. In the case of a declared national or state emergency, the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall be required to give notice to the State Compliance Review Committee of any temporary material changes to their CSMP processes which may conflict with th...
	C. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall document all temporary changes to their CSMP processes and appropriately document all customer-specific actions taken as a result of the declared national or state emergency.
	D. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall provide notice to the State Compliance Review Committee at the conclusion of the declared national or state emergency, or sooner, stating that the temporary CSMP processes put into place have been suspended.
	E. Provided the Injunctive Relief Distributors comply with the provisions of Sections XV.A through XV.D, the Injunctive Relief Distributors will not face liability for any deviations from the requirements of the Injunctive Relief Terms taken in good f...

	XVI. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND RECORDKEEPING
	A. The Injunctive Relief Distributors acknowledge and agree that they must comply with applicable state and federal laws governing the distribution of Controlled Substances.
	B. Good faith compliance with the Injunctive Relief Terms creates a presumption that the Injunctive Relief Distributors are acting reasonably and in the public interest with respect to Settling States’ existing laws requiring effective controls agains...
	C. The requirements of the Injunctive Relief Terms are in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other requirements of state or federal law applicable to Controlled Substances distribution. Except as provided in Section XVI.D, nothing in the Injunctive ...
	D. In the event of a conflict between the requirements of the Injunctive Relief Terms and any other law, regulation, or requirement such that an Injunctive Relief Distributor cannot comply with the law without violating the  Injunctive Relief Terms or...
	E. In the event of a change or modification of federal or state law governing the distribution of Controlled Substances that creates an actual or potential conflict with the Injunctive Relief Terms, any Injunctive Relief Distributor, any affected Sett...
	F. Recordkeeping: Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall retain records it is required to create pursuant to its obligations hereunder in an electronic or otherwise readily accessible format. The Settling States shall have the right to review record...

	XVII. CLEARINGHOUSE
	A. Creation of the Clearinghouse
	1. The Clearinghouse functions shall be undertaken by a third-party vendor or vendors.
	2. The vendor(s) will be chosen through a process developed and jointly agreed upon by the Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee.
	3. Consistent with the process developed by the Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee, within two (2) months of the Effective Date, the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall issue a Request for Proposal to develop the...
	4. Within five (5) months of the Effective Date, the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall select one or more entities to develop the systems for the Clearinghouse and perform data aggregator services. The Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall select a vend...
	5. Within sixty (60) days of the selection of a vendor(s) to serve as the Clearinghouse, the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall negotiate and finalize a contract with the vendor(s). The date that the contract is signed by the Injunctive Relief Distr...
	6. The development of the Clearinghouse shall proceed on a phased approach as discussed in Sections XVII.C and XVII.D.

	B. Governance and Staffing of the Clearinghouse
	1. Capabilities. The selected vendor or vendors shall staff the Clearinghouse in a manner that ensures the development of robust data collection, analytics and reporting capabilities for the Settling States and Injunctive Relief Distributors. To the e...
	2. Independence. While performing services for the Clearinghouse, all vendors and consultants, and their staff working on the Clearinghouse, shall be independent (i.e., not perform services of any kind, including as a consultant or an employee on beha...
	3. Liability. The Injunctive Relief Distributors are entitled to rely upon information or data received from the Clearinghouse, whether in oral, written, or other form. No Injunctive Relief Distributor, and no individual serving on the Clearinghouse A...
	4. Clearinghouse Advisory Panel. The State Compliance Review Committee and Injunctive Relief Distributors shall create a Clearinghouse Advisory Panel no later than sixty (60) days after the Effective Date to oversee the Clearinghouse.
	a) The Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall have an equal number of members chosen by the State Compliance Review Committee on the one hand, and the Injunctive Relief Distributors on the other. The size of the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel will be decide...
	b) During the first two years of the operation of the Clearinghouse, the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall meet (in-person or remotely) at least once per month. After the first two years of operation, the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall meet at le...
	c) The Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall establish a subcommittee to advise on issues related to privacy, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”), and  data security and a subcommittee to advise on issues related to ...
	d) The Clearinghouse Advisory Panel may delegate tasks assigned to it by the Injunctive Relief Terms to the Executive Director.

	5. Executive Director. One employee of the vendor, or one representative from the vendor group in the event that there are multiple vendors, shall be an Executive Director who shall manage day-to-day operations and report periodically to the Clearingh...

	C. Phase 1 of the Clearinghouse: Data Collection, Initial Analytics and Reporting
	1. System Development
	a) Within one (1) year of the Clearinghouse Retention Date, the Clearinghouse shall develop systems to receive and analyze data obtained from the Injunctive Relief Distributors pursuant to electronic transmission formats to be agreed upon by the Clear...
	b) In developing such systems, the Clearinghouse shall ensure that:
	(1) The systems provide robust reporting and analytic capabilities.
	(2) Data obtained from Injunctive Relief Distributors shall be automatically pulled from the existing order management data platforms (e.g., SAP).
	(3) The systems shall be designed to receive data from sources other than the Injunctive Relief Distributors, including pharmacies, non-Injunctive Relief Distributors, the DEA, State Boards of Pharmacy, and other relevant sources, pursuant to standard...
	(4) The systems shall be designed to protect personally identifiable information (“PII”) and protected health information (“PHI”) from disclosure and shall comply with HIPAA and any federal and state laws relating to the protection of PII and PHI.
	(5) The Clearinghouse will establish a HIPAA-compliant database that can be accessed by state authorities, the Injunctive Relief Distributors, and any entities that subsequently participate in the Clearinghouse.  The database that will be made availab...
	(6) State authorities shall have access to the HIPAA-compliant database via web-based tools and no additional or specialized equipment or software shall be required. This access shall allow state authorities to query the HIPAA- compliant database with...
	(7) The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall be permitted to use data obtained from the Clearinghouse for anti-diversion purposes, including the uses expressly contemplated by the Injunctive Relief Terms. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall not s...


	2. Aggregation of Data
	a) It is the goal of the Settling States and the Injunctive Relief Distributors for the Clearinghouse to obtain comprehensive data from all distributors, pharmacies, and other relevant data sources to provide maximum permissible transparency into the ...
	b) In Phase 1, the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall provide and/or facilitate the collection of, and the Clearinghouse shall collect and maintain, the following:
	(1) Injunctive Relief Distributor transaction data for Controlled Substances and non-Controlled Substances, specified at the NDC, date, quantity, and customer level.
	(2) Injunctive Relief Distributor information on Customers that have been terminated and/or declined onboarding due to concerns regarding Controlled Substance dispensing following the Effective Date.

	c) The Clearinghouse shall make available to the Injunctive Relief Distributors, in a format to be determined by the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel, blinded data for their CSMP due diligence functions. The data will include all Controlled Substances and...
	d) During Phase 1, the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel (with input from its Dispensing Data subcommittee) will develop an operational plan to obtain Dispensing Data directly from pharmacies, unless the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel determines it is inadvi...
	e) Nothing in the Injunctive Relief Terms shall require the Injunctive Relief Distributors to indemnify or otherwise be responsible to pharmacy customers for any claims resulting from the provision of Dispensing Data to the Clearinghouse, including, b...

	3. State and Federal Reporting Requirements
	a) The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall comply with state and federal transactional and Suspicious Order reporting requirements related to Controlled Substances as follows:
	(1) Until such time as the Clearinghouse is able to provide transactional and Suspicious Order regulatory reporting to the states on behalf of the Injunctive Relief Distributors, the Injunctive Relief Distributors shall continue to file all required r...
	(2) Once the Clearinghouse is able to process and submit such reports, the Clearinghouse may process and submit those reports on behalf of each Injunctive Relief Distributor to the states. At all times during Phase 1, each Injunctive Relief Distributo...
	(3) An Injunctive Relief Distributor may elect to fulfill its reporting obligations directly, rather than have the Clearinghouse assume the responsibility for the transmission of the various reports.


	4. Additional Reports and Analytics
	a) In consultation with the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel, the Clearinghouse shall work to develop additional reports and analyses to assist the Settling States and the Injunctive Relief Distributors in addressing Controlled Substance diversion, includ...
	b) The Clearinghouse will generate analyses and reports to be used by the Settling States and the Injunctive Relief Distributors based on format and content recommended by the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel. In order to refine the format and reach final...
	c) After the content and format of the sample reports have been approved by the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel, the Clearinghouse will begin producing reports on a periodic basis.
	d) The Clearinghouse will develop capabilities to provide Settling States customized reports upon reasonable request to assist in their efforts to combat the diversion of Controlled Substances and for other public health and regulatory purposes.
	e) After the Clearinghouse has obtained sufficient Dispensing Data from Customers, the Clearinghouse shall commence providing standard reports to the Settling States and Injunctive Relief Distributors that will include summaries and analysis of Dispen...
	(1) Identification of Customers whose dispensing may indicate Red Flags consistent with Section VIII, as determined by the Clearinghouse from aggregate data; and
	(2) Identification of Customers whose aggregate dispensing volumes for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances are disproportionately high relative to the population of the relevant geographic area.

	f) The Clearinghouse shall also prepare reports and analyses for the Settling States and Injunctive Relief Distributors identifying prescribers whose prescribing behavior suggests they may not be engaged in the legitimate practice of medicine. Such re...
	(1) Prescribers who routinely prescribe large volumes of  Highly Diverted Controlled Substances relative to other prescribers with similar specialties, including health care professionals who prescribe a large number of prescriptions for high dosage a...
	(2) Prescribers whose prescriptions for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances are routinely and disproportionately filled in a geographic area that is unusual based on the prescriber’s location; and
	(3) Prescribers who routinely prescribe out-of-specialty or out- of-practice area without legitimate reason.

	g) Reports or analysis generated by the Clearinghouse may not be based on complete data due to a lack of participation by non- Injunctive Relief Distributors and pharmacies. As such, Injunctive Relief Distributors shall not be held responsible for act...


	D. Phase 2 of the Clearinghouse: Additional Data Collection and Analytics and Assumption of CSMP Functions
	Within one (1) year of Phase 1 of the Clearinghouse being operational, the Clearinghouse and the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall develop a detailed strategic and implementation plan for Phase 2 of the Clearinghouse (“Phase 2 Planning Report”). Phas...
	1. Phase 2-A: Additional Data Collection and Analytics
	a) During Phase 2-A, the Clearinghouse will continue the functions defined in Phase 1 and work to expand the scope of its data collection and enhance its analytics and reporting capabilities including the following:
	(1) Integration of data from additional sources, including:
	(a) Transaction data from other distributors, including manufacturers that distribute directly to retail pharmacies and pharmacies that self-warehouse; and
	(b) Where possible, state PDMP data and other data, including but not limited to, State Board of Medicine and Board of Pharmacy sanctions, and agreed-upon industry data. If state PDMP data is effectively duplicative of Dispensing Data already obtained...

	(2) Development of additional metrics analyzing the data available from the additional data sources (PDMP, other pharmacy data, sanction authorities, and third-party volume projections).
	(3) Development of real-time or near real-time access to distribution data, dispensing data and other data sources.
	(4) Refinement of methodologies for analyzing Dispensing Data to identify suspicious prescribers.
	(5) Development of additional capabilities to provide Settling States, the Injunctive Relief Distributors and potentially the DEA customized reporting from the Clearinghouse upon reasonable request.


	2. Phase 2-A: Uniform Required Reporting
	a) The Clearinghouse and the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall develop uniform reporting recommendations for potential implementation by state regulators in order to allow the Injunctive Relief Distributors to satisfy their obligations under the Inju...
	b) It is a goal of the Settling States and the Injunctive Relief Distributors to:
	(1) Streamline and simplify required reporting which will benefit the Injunctive Relief Distributors and the Settling States, as well as the DEA;
	(2) Develop uniform transactional and Suspicious Order reporting requirements; and
	(3) Provide for the submission of uniform Suspicious Order reports.


	3. Phase 2-B: Clearinghouse Assumption of CSMP Functions
	a) With respect to Phase 2-B, the Phase 2 Planning Report shall address:
	(1) Engagement with stakeholders, including the DEA, to develop the system of Threshold setting and Suspicious Order reporting to potentially be provided by the Clearinghouse;
	(2) Development of technology and rules, including any proposed changes to federal law or regulations;
	(3) Development of models for the identification of Suspicious Orders and setting universal Thresholds in a manner consistent with Section XII. These models shall include active order management and order fulfillment protocols to ensure that orders ar...
	(4) Development of criteria governing distribution to Customers that have placed one or more Orders that exceed a Threshold;
	(5) Development of rules for allocating Orders placed by Customers that have more than one Distributor if one or more Orders exceed a Threshold;
	(6) Development of a pilot project for a sample geographic region to perform data analysis to test the models for Threshold setting and the identification of Suspicious Orders.

	b) Following implementation of Phase 2-B, the Injunctive Relief Distributors participating in Phase 2-B and the State Compliance Review Committee shall meet and confer with respect to whether to expand the scope of the Clearinghouse to cover additiona...
	c) CSMP functions that have been assumed by the Clearinghouse during Phase 2-B will no longer be performed by participating Injunctive Relief Distributors individually through their CSMPs. CSMP functions performed by the Clearinghouse will assist part...


	E. Option to Opt Out of Phase 2-B
	1. Each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall have the option, in its sole discretion, to elect not to participate in Phase 2-B at any point.  In the event that an Injunctive Relief Distributor elects not to participate in Phase 2-B, that Injunctive Rel...
	2. In the event that an Injunctive Relief Distributor elects not to participate in Phase 2-B, the Clearinghouse Advisory Panel shall discuss and make recommendations for any necessary adjustments to the Phase 2-B capabilities described in Section XVII...

	F. Funding
	1. The establishment and ongoing operations of the Clearinghouse shall be funded by the Injunctive Relief Distributors for a period of ten (10) years commencing on the Clearinghouse Retention Date.
	2. For each of the first two (2) years of the operation of the Clearinghouse, the Injunctive Relief Distributors will make total payments of $7.5 million per year combined. For years three (3) through ten (10), the Injunctive Relief Distributors will ...
	3. Payments by the Injunctive Relief Distributors for the Clearinghouse shall be allocated among the Injunctive Relief Distributors as set forth in Section IV.H of the Settlement Agreement, dated as of July [●], 2021, which incorporates these Injuncti...
	4. In the event that the cost of the Clearinghouse exceeds the amounts provided by the Injunctive Relief Distributors, the Injunctive Relief Distributors and State Compliance Review Committee shall meet-and- confer on alternatives, which may include:
	a) Limiting the operations of the Clearinghouse consistent with a revised budget;
	b) Seeking additional sources of funding for the Clearinghouse; and/or
	c) Allocating, in a manner consistent with the allocation of payments between the Injunctive Relief Distributors as set forth in Section XVII.F.3, additional amounts that are the responsibility of the Injunctive Relief Distributors to be used for the ...

	5. The Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee agree to engage in good faith discussions regarding potential continued operation and funding of the Clearinghouse following the initial ten (10) year period of Clearingho...
	6. The Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee shall develop a means to obtain payments from other parties that may use or benefit from the Clearinghouse, including but not limited to other settling defendants, non-Inj...
	7. In the event that ten (10) or more Settling States reach agreements with any national retail chain pharmacies to resolve claims related to the distribution of Controlled Substances, the Settling States’ Attorneys’ General agree to make participatio...

	G. Confidentiality
	1. All data provided to the Clearinghouse shall be confidential.
	2. Information provided by distributors participating in the Clearinghouse may not be provided to any other entity or individual outside those expressly contemplated by the Injunctive Relief Terms.
	3. The Clearinghouse may not provide to any distributor information specific to another distributor. Notwithstanding the prior sentence, the Clearinghouse may provide blinded data to a distributor reflecting total Orders (across all distributors) for ...
	4. If the Clearinghouse receives a request for disclosure of any data, material or other information created or shared under the Injunctive Relief Terms, pursuant to a Third Party Request, the Clearinghouse shall notify the Injunctive Relief Distribut...

	H. Data Integrity
	1. The Clearinghouse shall use best-in-class technology to preserve the integrity of the data.
	2. The Clearinghouse shall report any data breaches under HIPAA and state law that occur as a result of any of its data collection and reporting activities to the Settling States and other authorities as required by law.
	3. The Injunctive Relief Distributors and the Settling States shall not be liable for any breaches of any databases maintained by the Clearinghouse. This does not excuse the Clearinghouse or its vendor(s) from compliance with all state and federal law...

	I. Credit for Investment in the Clearinghouse
	1. The Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee shall negotiate in good faith regarding a potential credit against Injunctive Relief Distributors’ overall settlement obligations if costs exceed the amounts specified in ...


	XVIII.   MONITOR
	A. Monitor Selection and Engagement
	1. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall engage a Monitor to perform the reviews described in Section XVIII.F. The Monitor shall employ or retain personnel who have appropriate qualifications related to the pharmaceutical industry and the laws gove...
	2. The Monitor must perform each review described in Section XVIII.F in a professionally independent and objective fashion, as defined in the most recent Government Auditing Standards issued by the United States Government Accountability Office. A Mon...
	3. The process for selecting the Monitor shall be as follows:
	a) Within sixty (60) calendar days of the Effective Date, the Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee shall exchange pools of recommended candidates to serve as the Monitor. The pools shall each contain the names of th...
	b) After receiving the pools of Monitor candidates, the Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance Review Committee shall have the right to meet with the candidates and conduct appropriate interviews of the personnel who are expected to w...
	c) If the Injunctive Relief Distributors or the State Compliance Review Committee do not object to a proposed candidate, the Injunctive Relief Distributors or the State Compliance Review Committee shall so notify the other in writing within thirty (30...

	4. The Injunctive Relief Distributors shall be responsible for the Monitor’s fees and costs directly related to its performance of the work specified by the Injunctive Relief Terms up to a limit of $1,000,000 per year per Injunctive Relief Distributor...
	5. Prior to each year, the Monitor shall submit a combined annual budget to the Injunctive Relief Distributors and State Compliance Review Committee that shall not exceed a total of $3,000,000. The Monitor shall submit quarterly reports to the Injunct...
	6. In the event that any of the Injunctive Relief Distributors or State Compliance Review Committee believe that the Monitor is not performing its duties and responsibilities under the Injunctive Relief Terms in a reasonably cost effective manner, an ...
	7. In the event that the Injunctive Relief Distributor and the State  Compliance Review Committee cannot agree on whether the recommended cost reductions are warranted, either the State Compliance Review Committee or the Injunctive Relief Distributors...
	8. If the National Arbitration Panel determines that the Monitor cannot complete the reviews described in Section XVIII.F within the combined annual budget of $3,000,000, the National Arbitration Panel shall require the Monitor to provide the Injuncti...
	9. Unless the Injunctive Relief Distributors and the State Compliance  Review Committee agree otherwise as part of the meet and confer process in the prior paragraph (such as by agreeing to limit the Monitor’s duties and responsibilities for the remai...

	B. Early Termination of the Monitor
	1. In the event any of the Injunctive Relief Distributors or State Compliance Review Committee believe that the Monitor is not performing its duties and responsibilities under the Injunctive Relief Terms in a reasonably professional, competent and ind...
	2. In the event the Injunctive Relief Distributor and the State Compliance Review Committee cannot agree on whether the Monitor should be replaced, either the State Compliance Review Committee or the Injunctive Relief Distributors may submit the quest...
	3. In addition, if the Monitor resigns for any reason, a replacement Monitor will be selected in the manner set forth in Section XVIII.A.3.

	C. Term and Reporting Periods
	1. The term of the Monitor will be five (5) years from the date the Monitor is appointed, divided into one-year periods for purposes of the reviews and reporting described in Section XVIII (“Reporting Periods”).

	D. Monitor Access to Information
	1. In connection with its reviews set forth in Section XVIII.F, the Monitor may request to interview employees with appropriate authority and responsibilities as necessary. In the event that an Injunctive Relief Distributor believes that the Monitor i...
	2. The Chief Diversion Control Officer of each Injunctive Relief Distributor or a direct report of the Chief Diversion Control Officer shall serve as the primary point of contact for the Monitor to facilitate the Monitor’s access to documents, materia...
	3. If at any time the Monitor believes there is undue delay, resistance, interference, limitation, or denial of access to any records or to any employee or former employee deemed necessary by the Monitor to conduct the reviews specified in Section XVI...
	4. To the extent any of the documents requested by the Monitor contain material protected from disclosure by any legal privilege including the attorney-client privilege or attorney work product protections, an Injunctive Relief Distributor may redact ...
	5. Notwithstanding any other information referenced and produced pursuant to Section XVIII, the Monitor shall have access to, and each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s Chief Diversion Control Officer shall produce to the Monitor, any settlement agreeme...

	E. Settling States’ Access to Monitor
	1. Other than in connection with the initiation of a Notice of Potential Violation set forth in Section XIX.B.2, should the Monitor believe it needs to initiate communication with the State Compliance Review Committee regarding an Injunctive Relief Di...
	2. The State Compliance Review Committee shall have access to any settlement agreements produced to the Monitor pursuant to Section XVIII.D.5.

	F. Reviews to be Conducted by the Monitor
	1. There shall be two (2) types of reviews to be conducted by the Monitor:
	a) Customer-specific reviews, as set forth in Section XVIII.F.2; and
	b) System reviews, as set forth in Section XVIII.F.3.

	2. Customer-Specific Reviews
	a) The following Customer-specific reviews will be conducted by the Monitor for each Injunctive Relief Distributor for each of the Reporting Periods:
	(1) Threshold Change Request Review (“TCR Review”);
	(2) Onboarding New Customer Review (“Onboarding Review”);
	(3) Ongoing Due Diligence Review (“Ongoing Diligence Review”);
	(4) Customer Termination Review (“Termination Review”); and
	(5) Orders that Exceed Thresholds but are Shipped Review (“Exceeded Threshold Review”).

	b) Sample selection and audit periods for TCR Reviews, Onboarding Reviews, Ongoing Diligence Reviews, Termination Reviews, and Exceeded Threshold Reviews.
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor will review a representative sample of files for the performance of the TCR Reviews, Onboarding Reviews, and Ongoing Diligence Reviews. The Monitor shall select a sample representative of various geographic r...
	(2) The Monitor will meet and confer with each of the Injunctive Relief Distributors to determine the appropriate audit period within each Reporting Period from which the samples will be selected (e.g. samples will be selected from the first six (6) m...
	(3) Within thirty (30) calendar days following the close of the agreed-upon audit period, the Injunctive Relief Distributors (or the Clearinghouse once operational, if able to do so) will provide the Monitor with the following lists of relevant Custom...
	(a) A list of all Customers that requested at least one Threshold increase for a Highly Diverted Controlled Substance during the relevant audit period, including the number of such requests by each Customer;
	(b) A list of all Customers that were onboarded during the relevant audit period and, during that period, ordered and received Highly Diverted Controlled Substances;
	(c) A list of all Customers that were the subject of an Ongoing Diligence Review during the relevant audit period;
	(d) A list of all Customers that, for reasons related to Controlled Substance regulatory compliance, were terminated during the relevant audit period; and
	(e) A list of all Orders for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances where a decision was made to ship the Order even though the order exceeded the otherwise applicable Threshold, with number of such shipped orders.

	(4) Within fifteen (15) calendar days of compiling this Customer information for sample selection, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall propose a reasonable number of customer files for each review to the Monitor.
	(5) Within fifteen (15) calendar days of receiving the lists specified above from the Injunctive Relief Distributors, the Monitor shall choose representative files to be reviewed from these lists. Each list will include the Customers’ zip code, geogra...

	c) TCR Reviews
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall conduct a TCR Review for a sample review of Customers who requested at least one Threshold increase for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances for each Injunctive Relief Distributor. For the TCR Reviews,...

	d) Onboarding Reviews
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall conduct an Onboarding Review of a sample of Customers that were onboarded during the applicable audit period and, during that period, ordered and received Highly Diverted Controlled Substances from the ...

	e) Ongoing Diligence Reviews
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall conduct an Ongoing Diligence Review of a sample of Customers for each Injunctive Relief Distributor that was the subject of an Ongoing Diligence Review during the relevant audit period. For the Ongoing ...

	f) Termination Reviews
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall conduct a review of a sample of Customers that were terminated by each Injunctive Relief Distributor during the audit period. For the Termination Reviews, the Monitor shall review the information contai...

	g) Exceeded Threshold Review
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall conduct a review of a sample of Orders for Highly Diverted Controlled Substances where a decision was made by the Injunctive Relief Distributor to ship the Order even though the Order exceeded the appli...


	3. Annual System Reviews:
	a) The following system reviews will be conducted by the Monitor for each Injunctive Relief Distributor for each of the Reporting Periods:
	(1) CSMP Review;
	(2) Threshold Setting Process Review;
	(3) Suspicious Orders and Suspicious Order Report Review;
	(4) Compensation Review;
	(5) Red Flag Review; and
	(6) Review of CSMP Integration with Clearinghouse.

	b) CSMP Review
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall conduct a review of the following materials from each Injunctive Relief Distributor:
	(a) Current CSMP policies and procedures;
	(b) Organizational charts for the departments that are relevant to the CSMP organization;
	(c) Logs and/or summaries of any reports received on the “hot line” required by Section V.E and the action or response of an Injunctive Relief Distributor to any such reports;
	(d) Copies of the quarterly reports provided by the Chief Diversion Control Officer to the CSMP Committee as required by Section IV.C;
	(e) Copies of the quarterly reports provided by the CSMP Committee to senior management and the Board of Directors as required by Section VI.C; and
	(f) Copies of the materials used for the training required by Section VII and lists of the attendees of the training.


	c) Threshold Setting Process Review:
	(1) For each Reporting Period, each Injunctive Relief Distributor or its outside consultants shall prepare a summary report describing how its Threshold-setting methodology for Independent Retail Pharmacy Customers and Chain Customers complies with Se...
	(2) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall review the Annual Threshold Analysis and Assessment Report, determine whether the information reflects substantial compliance with the requirements of Section XII, and include any Observations and Recom...

	d) Suspicious Orders and Suspicious Order Reporting Review:
	(1) For each Reporting Period, each Injunctive Relief Distributors will provide the Monitor with a report containing summary metrics for the Suspicious Orders that were reported to the DEA and the Settling States (the “Suspicious Order Metrics Report”...
	(2) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall review the Suspicious Order Metrics Report, determine whether the information reflects substantial compliance with the requirements of Section XIII, and include any Observations and Recommendations in i...

	e) Compensation Reviews:
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor will review compensation-related policy documents for each Injunctive Relief Distributor for sales personnel. The Monitor shall analyze those documents and determine whether the compensation policies of each ...

	f) Red Flags Review:
	(1) For each Reporting Period, the Monitor shall review the Red Flags defined in Section VIII and their incorporation into each Injunctive Relief Distributor’s policies and procedures. The Monitor shall determine whether the information reflects subst...

	g) Review of CSMP Integration with the Clearinghouse:
	(1) For each Reporting Period, each Injunctive Relief Distributor shall prepare a report summarizing the status of the Injunctive Relief Distributor’s CSMP integration with the operation of the Clearinghouse (“Clearinghouse Integration Report”). The M...



	G. Observations and Recommendations:
	1. If the Monitor notes any areas for potential improvement during the course of the reviews conducted pursuant to the Injunctive Relief Terms, the Monitor shall include any such recommendations in the Audit Report. Collectively, any such questions, c...

	H. Audit Reports:
	1. No later than one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days prior to the end of a Reporting Period and/or at any other time deemed reasonably necessary by the Monitor, the Monitor shall provide each Injunctive Relief Distributor with a draft report de...
	2. Within thirty (30) calendar days of its receipt of the Draft Report, the Injunctive Relief Distributor will provide comments and responses to the Draft Report. The Injunctive Relief Distributor will, among other things:
	a) Respond to each instance of substantial non-compliance, including, where appropriate, describing any corrective action taken (or to be taken).
	b) Respond to each Observation and Recommendation.

	3. Within thirty (30) calendar days of its receipt of the Injunctive Relief Distributors’ responses to the Draft Report, the Monitor shall provide a final report (the “Audit Report”) to each Injunctive Relief Distributor and the State Compliance Revie...
	4. No action or lack of action by the Settling States regarding information received from the Monitor concerning an Injunctive Relief Distributor’s conduct shall be considered affirmation, acceptance, or ratification of that conduct by the Settling St...

	I. Confidentiality:
	1. Materials and information provided by the Injunctive Relief Distributors to the Monitor that are designated “Confidential” (and any parts, portions, or derivations thereof) (the “Confidential Information”) will be kept confidential and not be shown...
	2. The Monitor will not use materials or information received from one Injunctive Relief Distributor, or information or analysis developed using the Confidential Information of an Injunctive Relief Distributor, in its assessment of any other Injunctiv...
	3. If any of the Settling States or the Monitor receive a request for disclosure of any material or information created or shared under the Injunctive Relief Terms, pursuant to a Third Party Request, the Settling State or the Monitor, respectively, sh...
	4. Nothing herein will be deemed to prevent any party from claiming any applicable exemption to the public information act, freedom of information act, public records act, or similar law.


	XIX. ENFORCEMENT OF INJUNCTIVE RELIEF TERMS
	A. State Compliance Review Committee:
	1. Any Settling State may initiate a review of a Potential Violation consistent with the process set forth in Section XIX.
	2. The State Compliance Review Committee shall assign the Monitor the responsibilities set forth in Sections XIX.B.3 through XIX.B.7, regarding review of a Potential Violation and an opportunity to cure, except with respect to matters requiring interp...
	3. No less than six (6) months before the Monitor’s term expires pursuant to Section XVIII, the State Compliance Review Committee and Injunctive Relief Distributors shall meet and confer in good faith to determine the parameters and processes for cont...
	4. Should an Injunctive Relief Distributor allege in good faith that a Settling State or the Monitor has impaired the ability of the Injunctive Relief Distributor to meet the Injunctive Relief Terms, the Injunctive Relief Distributor may request the S...

	B. Process for Review of Potential Violations and Opportunity to Cure:
	1. Definition of “Potential Violation:” A Potential Violation occurs when an Injunctive Relief Distributor is alleged to not be in substantial compliance with (i) the Injunctive Relief Terms or (ii) a Corrective Action Plan adopted consistent with the...
	2. Submission of Notice of Potential Violation. An allegation of a Potential Violation shall be submitted to the State Compliance Review Committee in writing by one or more Settling States (“Notice of Potential Violation” or “Notice”) and shall includ...
	a) Specification of the particular Injunctive Relief Term(s) and/or Corrective Action Plan(s) implicated by the Potential Violation;
	b) Description of the Potential Violation with specificity;
	c) The reasoning for and, if available, any documentation supporting the allegation that a Potential Violation has occurred, including whether the Potential Violation is a matter identified by the Monitor in an Audit Report; and
	d) Description of the time-sensitivity of the Potential Violation, if relevant.

	3. Assignment to Monitor. The State Compliance Review Committee shall review every Notice. If the State Compliance Review Committee reasonably believes that further review is warranted, the State Compliance Review Committee shall forward the Notice to...
	4. Response to Notice of Potential Violation. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of the Notice of Potential Violation, the Injunctive Relief Distributor that is the subject of the Notice shall provide a written response to the referring Settling State...
	5. Conference for Parties re Notice of Potential Violation. The parties to the Notice shall meet or otherwise confer regarding the Potential Violation. The parties and the Monitor shall make themselves available for such a meeting (which may at any pa...
	6. Process for Previously-Submitted Notices of Potential Violation. At the request of the parties to a Notice, the Monitor shall determine whether the Notice implicates the same or similar issues as a previously submitted Notice or is a matter previou...
	7. Monitor Resolution of Potential Violation and Opportunity to Cure. Within thirty (30) days of the meeting pursuant to Section XIX.B.5, the Monitor, taking into consideration the submissions of the parties involved in the Notice and other informatio...
	a) If the Monitor reasonably believes that a Potential Violation is not ongoing or has been substantially resolved as of thirty (30) days from the meeting pursuant to Section XIX.B.5, the Monitor shall provide written notice to the State Compliance Re...
	b) If the Monitor reasonably believes that a Potential Violation is ongoing and has not been substantially resolved as of thirty (30) days  from the meeting pursuant to Section XIX.B.5, the Monitor shall provide written notice to the State Compliance ...
	c) A Corrective Action Plan may address multiple Potential Violations, and an existing Corrective Action Plan may be amended to address additional Potential Violations.
	d) Within ten (10) business days of submission of a Corrective Action Plan regarding a Potential Violation, the Monitor shall confer with the State Compliance Review Committee and the Settling State(s) and Injunctive Relief Distributor involved in the...
	e) Within thirty (30) days of the conference in Section XIX.B.7.d, the Monitor shall advise the State Compliance Review Committee and the Settling State(s) and Injunctive Relief Distributor involved in the Notice whether the Monitor has adopted the pr...


	C. Enforcement Responsibilities of State Compliance Review Committee:
	1. The Settling State(s) or Injunctive Relief Distributor involved in a Notice may request the State Compliance Review Committee to review the resolution (including a resolution pursuant to Section XIX.B.7.a) and/or Corrective Action Plan adopted by t...
	2. The State Compliance Review Committee shall review any issues raised by a Notice regarding the interpretation of the Injunctive Relief Terms at the request of the Settling State(s), Injunctive Relief Distributor involved in a Notice, or the Monitor...
	3. The State Compliance Review Committee may, independent of a Notice of Potential Violation, review requests by a Monitor, Settling State, or Injunctive Relief Distributor regarding the interpretation of the Injunctive Relief Terms. The State Complia...
	4. The State Compliance Review Committee shall make available to all Settling States and Injunctive Relief Distributors any interpretation it issues pursuant to Sections XIX.C.2 and XIX.C.3.

	D. Composition of State Compliance Review Committee:
	1. A Settling State on the State Compliance Review Committee that is in active litigation with one or more of the Injunctive Relief Distributors, or in another potential conflict of interest involving compliance with Controlled Substances laws and reg...
	2. If the affected state on the State Compliance Review Committee disputes that it has a disqualifying active litigation or other conflict of interest, the determination of whether that state has a conflict disqualifying it from serving on the State C...

	E. Enforcement Actions:
	1. Any written notice or resolution by the State Compliance Review Committee regarding the matters set forth in Sections XIX.B and XIX.C shall provide the State Compliance Review Committee’s assessment of the matter but will not be an official opinion...
	2. Following the issuance of a written notice or resolution of the State Compliance Review Committee pursuant to Section XIX.C, a Settling State or Injunctive Relief Distributor may take whatever action it deems necessary related to the written notice...
	3. The Settling States agree that prior to taking any court or administrative action, other than an action that is necessary to address an immediate threat to the health, safety, or welfare of the citizens of the Settling State, or that a public emerg...
	4. A Settling State or Injunctive Relief Distributor must bring a court or administrative action within six (6) months of any resolution of the State Compliance Review Committee, unless the alleged violation is also an independent violation of state o...
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